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Sommario

Annualmente, in tutta Europa, migliaia di motocic1isti rimangono coinvolti in incidenti
stradali che comportano danni fisici di vario genere. Particolarmente pericolosi sono gli
scontri che causano violenti impatti con la testa. E' indubbio che l'uso abituale del casco
possa ridurre la percentuale e la gravita del danno subito dal motocic1ista. Tuttavia, ne
il comportamento meccanico del casco, ne il modo in cui esso protegga la testa durante
l'impatto sono stati compresi completamente. Anche Ie dinamiche di incidente e Ie tipologie
di danni cerebrali sono tante e cosl varie che e molto difficile poterle classificare e analizzare
in modo completo.

Diverse ricerche per oltre 30 anni si sono occupate di interpretare il meccanismo che
causa lesioni cerebrali in condizioni di impatto, e di stabilire associati livelli di tolleranza
della testa umana. II derivante sviluppo degli "injury criteria" e stato un passo fondamen
tale nella determinazione di misure di prevenzione di danno cerebrale. Fra questi, il pili
ampiamente noto e diffuso e l' "Head Injury Criterion, HIC", basato sull'assunzione che
l'accelerazione lineare della testa e un valido indice di classificazione delle diverse soglie di
danno.

L'anatomia della testa e del colla e, pera, talmente complessa da rendere l'HIC un cri
terio senz'altro migliorabile. Esso, infatti, non tiene in considerazione ne Ie accelerazioni
angolari, ne la cinematica della testa, ne la direzione d'impatto e il movimento relativo tra
cervello e scatola cranica che avviene durante gli incidenti. Eppure, quest 'ultimo aspetto
e considerato da vari studi condotti suI biomeccanismo di lesioni che riguardano la testa,
come una delle maggiori cause di danni cerebrali gravi. Cia nonostante, gli attuali standard
applicati agli helmet crash test prevedono l'utilizzo di teste di manichino completamente
rigide e prive di qualsiasi dettaglio anatomico. I caschi odierni, cioe, vengono empirica
mente progettati con l'unico intento di rispettare i requisiti di assorbimento di shock e
mantenere Ie accelerazioni lineari della testa al di sotto dei valori previsti dalle norme.
Questi test costituiscono senz'altro un ottimo strumento per paragonare e c1assificare la
qualita dei vari modelli di casco in commercio, rna forniscono informazioni piuttosto limi
tate sulla lora effettiva capacita di proteggere e limitare i danni della testa umana in caso
di incidente. Esistono diverse strade per il moglioramento dei crash test. Una di queste
prevede, come fatto in passato, l'utilizzo di cadaveri. Thttavia, oltre Ie problematiche di
tipo etico-morale, l'impiego di cadaveri durante i crash test non consente di quantificare
eventuali danni cerebrali (cosiddetti danni diffusi) che non si manifestano in maniera visi
bile e locale, rna comportano perdita di conoscenza e memoria.
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Presso il dipartimento di ingegneria meccanica sezione dinamica e biomeccanica del
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TU/e), nell'ambito del dottorato di ricerca "Modelling
and specification for an improved helmet design" si stanno studiando dei metodi speri
mentali per il miglioramento degli attuali helmet crash test e il superamento dei suddetti
limiti. Lo scopo ultimo di tale progetto ecapire il comportamento dinamico-meccanico del
casco, e il modo in cui esso protegge la testa durante l'impatto, al fine di progettare dei
nuovi modelli che risultino pili efficaci e sicuri. L'idea alIa base di questa ricerca e, da una
parte, arricchire il numero di parametri misurati durante i crash test (e non pili limitarsi al
solo calcolo dell'accelerazione lineare della testa) e dall'altra utilizzare dei modelli di testa
pili" biofedeli" dotati di diverse parti anatomiche e quindi pili vicini alIa reale anatomia
umana.

Durante Ie prove sperimentali realizzate, sono state misurate Ie accelerazioni e Ie ve
locita angolari del centro di gravita (COG) della testa e la forza di reazione dell'incudine
sulla quale impatta il sistema casco/testa. Per quanto riguarda il modello di testa umana,
questo estato migliorato introducendo una scatola cranica (skull) deformabile realizzata
con una resina rinforzata con fibre di vetro e un cervello (brain) realizzato con un gel
siliconico. Inoltre, all'interno del cervello sono stati posti diversi markers (sfere di acciaio
inossidabile) radiopachi in modo da registrare, mediante l'utilizzo di videocamere a raggi
X ad alta velocita, il movimento relativo del cervello rispetto alIa scatola cranica durante
l'impatto. II setup sperimentale prevede anche l'impiego di strain-gauge applicati sui caschi
per registrarne Ie deformazioni durante gli helmet crash test.

Parallelamente al modello fisico estato realizzato un corrispondente modello numerico
3D ad elementi finiti. L'importanza di un tale modello numerico efondamentale: innanzi
tutto permette la conoscenza di numerosissime grandezze fisiche (pressioni, deformazioni,
spostamenti, stress, etc.) difficilmente misurabili sperimentalmente, e inoltre costituisce
un'alternativa molto vantaggiosa rispetto ai costosi test distruttivi. Naturalmente, ogni
modello numerico prima di venire diffusamente utilizzato deve essere "convalidato"; deve
essere cioe dimostrata una cei"ta equivalenza tra i risultati ottenuti mediante l'utilizzo
del modello fisico e i risulati provenienti dalla corrispondente simulazione al calcolatore.
Questa tesi si ripropone proprio di verificare se esiste tale corrispondenza, capire Ie cause
di possibili divergenze, e quindi modificare e migliorare Ie caratteristiche del modello nu
merico in modo da ottenere risultati sperimentali e numerici il pili congruenti possibile. A
questo scopo sono stati effettuati tre diversi tipi di esperimenti e corrispondenti simulazioni
numeriche: Hammer test, 200 mm drop test, Helmeted drop test.

L'Hammer test e una prova che consiste nel colpire, in diverse zone, il modello fisico
della testa con un martello dotato di un trasduttore di forza. Un accelerometro e posta
sulla superficie esterna della calotta cranica e ne registra Ie accelerazioni dovute all'impulso.

II 200 mm drop test eun esperimento che prevede la caduta libera (su un carrello libero
di muoversi verticalmente) della testa di manichino, priva di casco, da un'altezza di 200
mm. La testa urta su un'incudine rivestita di gomma, dello spessore di 12 mm, che mima
la presenza del cuoio capelluto non presente suI modello. In questa prova vengono misurate
Ie componenti dell'accelerazioni lineari del COG della testa e Ie componenti della forza di
reazione dell'incudine. Inoltre, immagini a raggi X rendono visibile gli spostamenti dei
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markers all'interno del cervello.
Infine, I'Helmeted drop test consiste in una prova di caduta libera (su un carrello libero

di muoversi verticalmente) del modello di testa, equipaggiato di casco, dall'altezza di 4
m. Le grandezze fisiche misurate sono Ie medesime di quelle calcolate nel 200 mm drop
test insieme con Ie componenti della velocita angolare del COG della testa. In questo caso
sono state calcolate anche Ie deformazioni del casco durante l'impatto mediante l'uso di
strain-gauge.

II seguente lavoro e organizzato in modo da introdurre progressivamente il tema speci
fico di questa tesi. II primo capitolo si occupa della complessa anatomia della testa umana
e introduce i principali termini ("head injury terms") dei possibili danni che interessano
il capo. I sistemi presenti nella testa sono: tegumentario, scheletrico, muscolare, respira
torio, digestivo e nervoso. L'attenzione e focalizzata principalmente sui sistemi scheletrico
e nervoso in quanto sono maggiormente coinvolti nei traumi della testa. I danni al sis
tema tegumentario, infatti, risultano in lacerazioni, abrasioni, contusioni e ustioni e la lora
gravita dipende dalla lora estensione.

II sistema scheletrico della testa contiene 29 ossa: 8 ossa craniche, 6 ossa uditive e 14
ossa facciali. I danni che interessano il sistema scheletrico della testa sono molto vari. Le
fratture del cranio sono spesso divise in quelle che interessano la scatola cranica e quelle
che interessano la base cranica. Quest 'ultime sono particolarmente pericolose in quanto
possono danneggiare il cervello, il tronco encefalico, i nervi cranici e il midollo spinale.

II sistema nervoso centrale e composto nella sua parte superiore e anteriore dal cervello.
II cervello e sorretto dal tronco encefalico che immette nel midollo spinale. Posteriormente
al tronco encefalico vi e il cervelletto. II cervello e una massa altamente convoluta di tes
suto nervoso protetta dal cranio. Esso e diviso non completamente in due emisferi da una
profonda fessura longitudinale nel piano medio sagittale. Ogni emisfero e inoltre diviso
in vari lobi deputati a specifiche funzioni. La sezione del cervello rivela differenti zone di
colore nel tessuto. La parte pili esterna, la corteccia, e composta da materia grigia, mentre
la parte pili interna ha una predominanza di materia bianca. II tronco encefalico coordina
alcuni riflessi che garantiscono Ie funzioni vitali di base. II cervelletto modula i segnali
motori di molti gruppi muscolari e ne consente un'azione omogenea e coordinata.

Tra il tessuto nervoso e Ie ossa c'e una serie di tessuti connettivi chiamati meningi. Ci
sono tre strati di meningi attorno al cervello e al midollo spinale: la dura mater, l'arachnoid
mater e la pia mater. All'interno dell'arachnoid mater circola il fluido cerebrospinale (CSF).
II CSF ha molte proprieta nutritive, rna il suo ruolo principale e di protezione e sostegno.

I danni al sistema nervoso centrale possono avere profonde conseguenze. Possono es
sere generati da fratture delle ossa craniche, rna anche dovuti a forti accelerazioni. An
che forze di taglio e di rotazione possono provocare lesioni paragonabili a quelle causate
dall'intrusione di piccoli frammenti ossei dovuti a fratture delle ossa. II danno diffuso
assonale (DAI) e la lesione di numerosi neuroni dovuta probabilmente all'improvvisa fles
sione 0 estensione della testa. Una leggera commozione cerebrale si manifesta con una
breve perdita di conoscenza, mentre un periodo di incoscienza pili lungo con perdita delle
funzioni superiori e dei riflessi indica una commozione cerebrale molto pili grave. II coma
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e uno stato in cui una persona e totalmente incosciente e non puo essere destata. Zone
focalizzate del tessuto nervoso possono essere seriamente danneggiate e morire (infarto)
a causa di ischemia (perdita di apporto di sangue). Lesioni ai vasi sanguigni della testa
possono provocare embolie, aneurismi, emorragie ed ematomi.

II secondo capitolo, nella sua prima parte, amplia e analizza da un punto di vista
biomeccanico Ie cause e i tipi di lesione della testa. Sebbene i meccanismi che comportano
lesioni al capo non sono ancora completamente compresi, vari studi presenti in letteratura
ne attribuiscono Ie cause aIle pressioni e aIle accelerazioni all'interno della testa. Gen
eralmente, diversi tipi di danni occorrono simultaneamente durante un incidente stradale.
Vrti con contatto con oggetti generalmente causano danni cerebrali locali. In alcuni casi la
lesione e localizzata lantana dalla zona di contatto a causa della propagazione delle onde
di stress all'interno del cervello. Le accelerazioni della testa comportano carichi inerziali
aIle strutture intracraniche. Le accelerazioni possono essere lineari 0 angolari, e provocano
commozione cerebrale e danni cerebrali diffusi piuttosto che lesioni locali. In particolar
modo, Ie accelerazioni angolari sono la principale causa delle lesioni pili gravi: ematoma
subdurale (SDH) e lacerazioni. Wismans ha proposto una relazione qualitativa tra i prin
cipali danni gravi e l'ampiezza delle accelerazioni angolari in relazione alIa lora durata.
Secondo questo studio, per brevi impulsi si possono manifestare commozioni cerebrali, rna
non appena l'ampiezza delle accelerazioni aumenta, Ie vene sensibili aIle alte velocita di
deformazione possono rompersi e provocare ematomi subdurali. Per impulsi pili lunghi, Ie
commozioni cerebrali possono manifestarsi per ampiezze di accelerazioni angolari pili basse.
Lacerazioni cerebrali avvengono, invece, in corrispondenza di prolungate accelerazioni di
grande ampiezza.

Quando il cranio si deforma oltre la sua capacita di carico, si frattura. Poiche l'osso
e meno resistente in trazione che non in compressione, Ie fratture avvengono nelle regioni
del cranio sottoposti a carico di trazione, spesso a una certa distanza dalla zona di im
patto. In letteratura sono presenti diverse ipotesi sulle cause di fratture della base cranica.
Inizialmente si pensava che tali fratture fossero la conseguenza di impatti con la scatola
cranica che causavano deformazioni remote dalla zona d'impatto. Successivamente, e stato
dimostrato che carichi assiali suI colla sono significativamente associati con fratture della
base del cranio. Inoltre, anche impatti suI viso, e specialmente sulla mandibola, possono
provocare tali fratture.

II movimento relativo tra il cervello e la scatola cranica e una delle cause di danno cere
brale pili grave. II cranio e liscio e regolare nella parte superiore e fortemente irregolare alIa
base. Per tale motivo, 10 scorrimento del cervello sulla sua superficie interna e facilitato
in sommita, rna impedito sulla base cranica. Questo puo provocare alte deformazioni di
taglio nelle meningi e nel tessuto corticale della base. D'altra parte, il grande movimento
relativo tra cervello e sommita della scatola cranica causa la rottura di tutte Ie strutture
e delle vene di collegamento, ovvero ematomi subdurale, subaracnoidale e corticale. In
oltre, il cervello e fortemente inomogeneo e composto da varie parti con differenti proprieta
meccaniche. Accelerazioni sulla testa caricano in maniera differente Ie diverse parti e cau
sano, quindi, movimenti relativi e deformazioni all'interno del cervello. Le membrane del
cervello, come ad esempio falx e tentorium, sono molto pili rigide dei tessuti circostanti
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e ostacolano il movimento relativo. Cia comporta considerevoli deformazioni del cervello
in corrispondenza delle superfici di contatto tra cervello e membrane, ritenute la causa
principale delle contusioni.

La seconda parte di questa capitola si occupa degli "Head injury criteria". La Wayne
State Tolerance Curve (WSTC) e considerata il fondamento della ricerca sui criteri di
lesioni alIa testa. Questa curva stabilisce dei valori medi di accelerazione tollerabili in di
rezione antero-posteriore in funzione della durata dell'impulso. Nello sviluppo della curva,
che e stata ottenuta mediante esperimenti su cadaveri, su animali e su volontari, sono
state considerate solo accelerazioni lineari. Eccetto che per basse ampiezze e lunghe du
rate di accelerazione, la WSTC non e stata mai convalidata sugli essere umani viventi.
Successivamente, Gadd sostenne che ne il valore medio delle accelerazioni, ne il loro val
ore massimo potevano essere sufficienti per stabilire la risposta della testa ad un impatto.
Secondo Gadd, infatti, impulsi con forme differenti, rna stessi valori medi, provocavano
effetti diversi. Egli propose, dunque, di integrare il segnale dell'accelerazione per la sua
intera durata. Inoltre introdusse un fattore esponenziale all'accelerazione (2.5) ritenendo
che non ci fosse una relazione lineare tra l'ampiezza dell'impulso e la possibilita di danno.
Tale criterio e conosciuto come "Severity Index" (SI). II pili noto Head Injury Criterion
(HIC) e derivato dal SI, rna riconsidera il valor medio del segnale per determinati inter
valli di tempo e non lungo tutta la sua durata. II principale limite di questo criterio, cosl
come dei precedenti, e il considerare solo gli aspetti lineari del movimento della testa non
contemplando, quindi, Ie accelerazioni angolari.
Un tentativo di combinare Ie accelerazioni lineari e quelle angolari e stato proposto da
Newman con il suo" Generalized Acceleration Model for Brain Injury Threshold" (GAM
BIT). Questo criterio, tuttavia, non e stato mai diffusamente convalidato.

Definire Ie cause di lesioni della testa non e un compito facile, in quanto diversi tipi di
danno possono essere originati dallo stesso incidente. La risposta del cervello sollecitato
dal cranio potrebbe essere dipendente dalla frequenza. Questo spiegherebbe Ie differenze
tra lesioni a seguito di lunghi impatti (bassa frequenza) e quelle dovute a impatti brevi
(alta frequenza).

II terzo capitolo descrive il modello fisico della testa che e stata utilizzato in tutti gli
esperimenti.
I modelli fisici che vengono correntemente usati nei drop test sono esclusivamente dotati di
un accelerometro capace di misurare Ie accelerazioni lineari del centro di gravita della testa.
Inoltre, la testa e modellata come un corpo rigido privo di qualsiasi parte anatomica. E'
chiaro che un tale modello e troppo semplificato rispetto alIa reale anatomia umana e non
puo riprodurre il complesso comportamento dinamico della testa durante gli incidenti. Non
si possono ottenere informazioni in termini di stress e deformazioni, ne si puo investigare
suI movimento relativo tra cervello e scatola cranica. II modello che viene qui presentato
contiene un cranio deformabile e il cervello. La geometria esterna e la massa della testa sono
conformi agli standard europei e risultano in un peso di circa 5.6 kg e una circonferenza
di 600 mm. La parte sommitale del cranio, maggiormente coinvolta durante gli incidenti,
e realizzata con una resina rinforzata con fibre di vetro. Questo materiale presenta delle
caretteristiche di legerezza, resistenza a trazione e modulo di Young del tutto simili a quelle
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dell'osso umano. In dipendenza della percentuale di fibre, la sua densita varia tra 1300 e
i 2300 kgjm3 e il suo modulo di Young tra i 6 e i 50 GPa. Valori presenti in letteratura
indicano un modulo di Young per il cranio di circa 6.5 GPa, densita di circa 1410 kgjm3 e
modulo di Poisson di 0.2. L'importanza della presenza di un cranio deformabile ecruciale
sia nello studio della risposta dinamica del cervello sia nell'infiuenza del comportamento
meccanico e dinamico del casco. La parte inferiore della testa e stata, invece, mantenuta
rigida in quanto ritenuta meno implicata negli impatti che causano danni cerebrali. E'
realizzata in POM (PolyOxyMethylene) con una densita di 1410 kgjm3 , un modulo di
Young di circa 3 GPa e un modulo di Poisson di 0.3.

Modellare il cervello rispettando la sua reale geometria e Ie sue condizioni al contorno e
praticamente impossibile. Pertanto, la geometria utilizzata in questo modello eemisferica
con la superficie a contatto con la base del cranio piatta. In questo modo, Ie condizioni
al contorno risultano ben definite e pili facilmente schematizzabili. II materiale impiegato
per modellare il cervello e il silicone "Dow Corning". Tale materiale sembra riprodurre
abbastanza fedelmente Ie proprieta dinamiche del tessuto cerebrale. Ha una densita di 998
kgjm3 , un modulo di Young di circa 1 MPa e un modulo di Poisson di 0.4996. I valori
presenti in letteratura indicano in 1040 kgjm3 la densita del cervello umano, in 1 MPa il
suo modulo di Young e in 0.48-0.50 il suo modulo di Poisson. Inoltre, il silicone eadesivo;
da una parte cio consente una migliore definizione delle condizioni al contorno tra cervello
e cranio, dall'altra esclude la possibilita di poter eventualmente interporre un materiale
che modelli il fiuido cerebrospinale. Infine, all'interno del silicone sono state poste delle
sfere di acciaio inossidabile con lo scopo di misurarne gli spostamenti mediante l'uso di
telecamere ad alta velocita a raggi X e poter cosl risalire aIle deformazioni del cervello du
rante l'impatto. II modello della testa eanche dotato di un accelerometro triassiale. Esso e
posto all'interno della parte inferiore della testa (in POM) in corrispondenza del suo centro
di gravita. Inoltre, un sensore triassiale di spostamento angolare puo registrare la velocita
e l'accelerazione angolare del COG della testa. L'accelerometro e il sensore sono sostenuti
da una base in alluminio anch'essa posizionata all'interno della parte inferiore della testa.
Per questo componente, il modulo di Young edi 70 GPa, il modulo di Poisson di 0.3 e la
densita di 2710 kgjm3 .

II corrispondente modello numerico del modello fisico utilizzato negli esperimenti, e
descritto nel quarto capitolo. La necessita di sviluppare anche un modello numerico nasce
dall'impossibilita di misurare alcune grandezze ingegneristiche, come la distribuzione degli
stress e Ie deformazioni, direttamente suI modello fisico. II modello 3D ad elementi finiti e
stato realizzato con il software applicativo Madymo 3D e consiste di 20976 elementi e 22998
nodi in totale. I parametri misurabili durante Ie simulazioni numeriche sono innumerevoli.
Per ciascun nodo e possibile determinare la posizione, la velocita e Ie accelerazioni in tre
differenti direzioni, in funzione del tempo, rispetto ad un sistema di riferimento inerziale,
mentre per ciascun elemento, tra Ie tante grandezze misurabili, particolarmente utile e la
determinazione delle deformazioni e degli stress in funzione del tempo. Inoltre, mappature
a colori degli stress di Von Mises permettono una visione completa della distribuzione degli
sforzi nel modello e consentono di individuare Ie zone pili sollecitate durante gli impatti. II
modello numerico rispecchia fedelmente Ie caratteristiche inerziali e geometriche del mod-
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ello fisico ed e costituito esattamente dagli stessi componenti.
Inizialmente, il modello di materiale utilizzato per la parte sommitale del cranio (de

formabile) e stato di tipo elastico, lineare ed isotropico (!SOLIN). Le proprieta meccaniche
essenziali per definire questo tipo di materiale sono il modulo di Young (5.3 GPa), il mod
ulo di Poisson (0.3) e la densita (1300 kg/m3 ). Questo componente e costituito da 628
elementi. A causa delle elevate caratteristiche viscoelastiche, il materiale di tipo !SOLIN
non puo essere utilizzato per modellare il cervello. Per tali tessuti biologici, il pili appro
priato modello di materiale disponibile in Madymo e il visco-elastico lineare (LINVIS). In
questo caso, per caratterizzare il materiale, e necessario specificarne il modulo di nocciolo
(bulk modulus) espresso in Pa, la costante di tempo della curva di rilassamento del modulo
di taglio ((3) e il valore del modulo di taglio espresso in Pa. Questi valori sono stati ricavati
da Brands et al. mediante esperimenti condotti suI silicone utilizzato nel modello fisico.
Sebbene i 7040 elementi che compongono il cervello sono stati divisi tra emisfero sinistro
e emisfero destro, tuttavia la membrana che li divide (Falx Cerebri) non e stata inclusa
nel modello. La parte inferiore della testa e costituita da 8220 elementi e il modello di
materiale usato e !SOLIN. II modulo di Young, modulo di Poisson e la densita sono quelli
del POM (rispettivamente 3 GPa, 0.3 e 1410 kg/m3 ). L'accelerometro e stato modellato
con 3632 elementi e tipo di materiale lineare, isoelastico e isotropico con modulo di Young
pari a 7 GPa e densita di 1890 kg/m3

. La base in alluminio che sostiene l'accelerometro
e realizzata con 1456 elementi. II modello di materiale e !SOLIN con modulo di Young di
70 GPa e densita di 2710 kg/m3

.

II quinto capitolo si occupa del primo esperimento condotto per la convalida del mod
ello numerico: I'Hammer test. II modello fisico della testa e stato colpito con un martello
equipaggiato con un trasduttore di forza in 4 zone differenti del cranio deformabile: lat
eralmente, sulla sommita, frontalmente e posteriormente. Per ciascuna di queste prove,
mediante l'utilizzo di un accelerometro, sono state misurate Ie accelerazioni dovute agli
impulsi. L'accelerometro e stato posta in varie zone della testa; per cui, in totale sono
state condotte 9 diverse tipologie di esperimento. Sui nodi del modello numerico cor
rispondenti aIle zone della testa colpite dal martello, e stato applicato 10 stesso impulso
registrato dal trasduttore di forza, mentre per i nodi in corrispondenza della posizione
dell'accelerometro suI modello fisico, sono state richieste Ie accelerazioni in funzione del
tempo. Quindi, per ciascuno degli esperimenti, sono state eseguite Ie analoghe simulazioni
numeriche della durata di 10 ms. Poiche la risposta del cervello aIle sollecitazioni del cranio
puo essere dipendente dalla frequenza, inizialmente Ie accelerazioni sono state analizzate
nel dominio della frequenza. A questo scopo, gli output delle simulazioni, disponibili solo
nel dominio del tempo, sono stati trasformati nel dominio della frequenza mediante la
Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) e filtrati con un filtro passa basso di 1 kHz come
previsto dalle normative. Un primo paragone fra i risultati numerici e quelli sperimentali,
ha evidenziato frequenze alquanto differenti tra i due segnali. In particolare, Ie frequenze
del segnale proveniente dalle simulazioni erano molto maggiori rispetto a quelle del segnale
sperimentale. Le divergenze fra i risultati ottenuti con il modello fisico e quello numerico,
possono essere imputate a molteplici cause. Innanzitutto, il modello numerico introduce
delle approssimazioni, in quanto descrive i mezzi continui mediante l'uso di elementi finiti
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e utilizza dei modelli di materiali teorici. Queste approssimazioni sono fortemente dipen
denti dalla dimensione degli elementi, la qualita della mesh, nonche dalla complessita dei
modelli di materiali implementati.

Un'altro tipo di errore puo avvenire durante l'elaborazione del segnale numerico so
prattutto quando vengono analizzate delle accelerazioni. I valori di output provienti dalle
simulazioni, possono essere, infatti, campionati a diverse frequenze. Una frequenza di
campionamento troppo bassa potrebbe nascondere importanti componenti del segnale al
terandolo significativamente. Questo fenomeno e conosciuto come" aliasing effect". Diversi
studi sull'aliasing propongono un'equazione che, in base alIa dimensione degli elementi, i
parametri dei materiali usati e il tipo di carico, individua la frequenza di campionamento
necessaria affinche non avvenga l'alterazione del segnale. Secondo tale equazione, la fre
quenza di campionamento necessaria e di 1000 kHz, mentre precedentemente era stata
usata una frequenza di 10 kHz. Thttavia, i risultati sperimentali e quelli numerici con
tinuano a differire anche utilizzando la frequenza di campionamento di 1000 kHz. Cia
nonostante, un paragone tra i valori numerici ottenuti in corrispondenza delle diverse fre
quenze di campionamento, ha dimostrato che il segnale e effettivamente alterato quando si
impiega una frequenza di campionamento di soli 10 kHz. Per cui, tutti i segnali successivi
provenienti dalle simulazioni sono stati campionati a 1000 kHz. Questo ha comportato un
aumento sia delle dimensioni dei file di output, sia del tempo di simulazione.

Un'altra fonte di approssimazione puo essere introdotta nella trasformazione del seg
nale dal dominio del tempo al dominio della frequenza. L'equazione della Discrete Fourier
Transform dimostra che pili e lunga la durata del segnale da trasformare, pili densa, e
quindi pili precisa, risulta la DFT. Per migliorare il segnale nel dominio delle frequenze,
dunque, il tempo di simulazione e stato portato a 60 ms. L'elevata frequenza di campi
onamento, accoppiata con il lungo tempo di simulazione ha determinato una grandezza
enorme dei file di output e un tempo di computazione dei risultati di circa 100 ore. II
miglioramento del segnale numerico non e stato, pero, tale da giustificare questa strategia
in quanto Ie accelerazioni provenienti dalle simulazioni contenevano, comunque, frequenze
molto maggiori delle accelerazioni ottenute sperimentalmente. I risultati numerici e sper
imentali sono stati, allora, analizzati e paragonati nel dominio del tempo, nel tentativo
di individuare altre possibili fonti di approssimazione. L'analisi nel dominio del tempo
ha messo in evidenza, oltre aIle alte frequenze del segnale numerico, la sua totale assenza
di smorzamento nel tempo. Cia potrebbe essere dovuto al particolare modello di materi
ale utilizzato (lineare, elastico e isotropico) per modellare la parte del cranio deformabile.
Questo modello non prende in considerazione alcun tipo di dissipazione di energia e per
tanto non e adatto per rappresentare tessuti umani che presentano un alto comportamento
viscoso.

Anche Ie alte frequenze potrebbero essere dovute aIle forti vibrazioni degli elementi finiti
che avvengono quando viene utilizzato un materiale di tipo !SOLIN. Comunque, il software
Madymo offre la possibilita di introdurre un fattore di smorzamento nel modello di mate
riale elastico-lineare. In questo caso oltre al modulo di Young, al modulo di Poisson e alIa
densita, deve essere specificato un coefficiente di smorzamento (d). II manuale del software
applicativo attribuisce a tale parametro il significato fisico di costante di decadimento del
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materiale. Tuttavia, misurare sperimentalmente la costante di decadimento della resina
rinforzata avrebbe presupposto la messa a punto di misurazioni troppo lunghe e laboriose
per essere affrontate all'interno di questo lavoro. Pertanto, si e tentato di estrapolare
una stima del coefficiente di smorzamento del materiale dall'andamento delle accelerazioni
nel tempo. A tal fine, l'hammer test e stato condotto solo suI componenete interessato,
separato dal resto del modello, in modo che la sua risposta non fosse infiuenzata dal com
portamento altamente viscoso del cervello. E' stata ca1colata la curva di inviluppo delle
accelerazioni e rappresentata in un piano semi-logaritmico, e da questa e stata ricavata la
costante di smorzamento del segnale. 11 coefficiente di smorzamento cosl ottenuto e stato
di circa 5.35 ms. Tuttavia, introdotto questo coefficiente, il nuovo modello di materiale ha
esibito uno smorzamento molto maggiore di quello previsto e di quello misurato sperimen
talmente.

Sono state allora condotte simulazioni di 1 ms su un unico elemento, con Ie stesse pro
prieta meccaniche del materiale usato per modellare il cranio. Lo scopo di queste brevi
simulazioni consiste nella rapida determinazione empirica del coefficiente di smorzamento
necessario per ottenere accelerazioni con andamento simile a quello sperimentale. 11 valore
ricavato di 0.16 ms e risultato molto minore di quello precedentemente ca1colato. Sfor
tunatamente, per motivi di stabilita numerica, utilizzando tale valore, il tempo di com
putazione della simulazione e incrementato esponenzialmente: solo 2 ms di simulazione
necessitavano di pili di mille ore di ca1colo che hanno reso il modello inutilizzabile. Per
cui, e stato considerato un altro tipo di materiale che tenesse conto della dissipazione di
energia, tra quelli disponibili in Madymo. 11 materiale visco-elastico lineare (LINVIS), gia
utilizzato per modellare il cervello, e particolarmente adatto per rappresentare i materiali
altamente viscosi. I parametri necessari per caratterizzare questo tipo di materiale sono
il modulo di nocciolo (K) e il modulo di taglio (G) che sono ricavabili da relazioni con il
modulo di Young e il modulo di Poisson. Un altro parametro necessario e la costante di
tempo della curva di rilassamento degli sforzi di taglio (f3). Poiche la determinazione del
reale valore di f3 necessiterebbe la realizzazione di prove sperimentali molto sofisticate, e
stata utilizzata la costante di tempo precedentemente ca1colata (5.35 ms).

Anche in questo caso, pera, il risulato numerico differiva sostanzialmente da quello sper
imentale e si e resa necessaria la ricerca di un ulteriore modello di materiale pili facilmente
implementabile. In ultima analisi e stato preso in considerazione il modello di materiale
con isteresi (HYSISO). Questo modello e appropriato per materiali che presentano carat
teristiche stress-strain non lineari e un'area di isteresi tra la curva di carico e la curva di
scarico. Tali curve devono essere specificate all'interno del modello. Per la determinazione
sperimentale delle relazioni stress-strain del materiale composito, sono stati ricavati dal
modello fisico del cranio deformabile dei campioni regolari sui quali effettuare Ie misure.
Prove di compressione sono state condotte sia nella direzione delle fibre di rinforzo sia in
direzione perpendicolare ad esse. Purtroppo, pera, il modello con isteresi non pua essere
combinato con quello ortotropico (nel quale possono essere specificati due diversi mod
uli di Young in due direzioni ortogonali), per cui e stata introdotta solo la caratteristica
stress-strain nella direzione delle fibre. Cia nonostante, questo modello teorico e quello che
pili si avvicina alIa reale caratteristica meccanica del materiale in quanto tiene conto sia
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della non linearita della relazione stress-strain, sia della dissipazione di energia. In effetti,
il risultato numerico ottenuto mediante l'utilizzo di questo modello di materiale si avvic
ina notevolmente al risultato sperimentale sia in termini di smorzamento sia come valori
di ampiezza massima. In particolare, quest'ultimo risultato e di notevole importanza in
quanto i principali criteri di danno cerebrale sono basati sulla determinazioni dei valori di
accelerazione massima tollerati dalla testa umana durante gli impatti. II modello di mate
riale HYSISO ha, pera, l'inconveniente di non poter specificare eventuali comportamenti
del materiale dipendenti dal tempo.

II 200 mm drop test e descritto nel sesto capitolo. II modello fisico della testa umana
viene posta su un carello libero di muoversi solo verticalmente e lasciato cadere da un'altezza
di 200 mm su un'incudine rivestita da uno strato di gomma di 12 mm. La testa e posizion
ata in modo tale che il suo asse medio sagittale formi un angola di 35° con la superficie
d'impatto e che il suo asse a-p sia orizzontale. Durante questo esperimento, Ie grandezze
misurate sono: accelerazione lineare e velocita angolare in 3 componenti rispetto ad un
sistema di riferimento solidale con l'accelerometro (l'accelerometro si trova in corrispon
denza del COG della testa). Forza di reazione dell'incudine in 3 componenti rispetto ad
un sistema di riferimento globale. Inoltre, immagini a raggi X mostrano qualitativamente
10 spostamento dei marker all'interno del cervello.

Nel corrispondente modello numerico, la testa e stata posizionata in modo da rispec
chiare il setup sperimentale. Poiche in Madymo non esiste la forza di gravita, una velocita
iniziale di 1.98 m / s (v = ~2gh) in direzione verticale e stata applicata a tutti i nodi
appartenenti al modello numerico della testa. Per gli otto nodi dell'elemento in corrispon
denza del COG sono stati richiesti come output l'accelerazione lineare e la velocita ango
lare. L'incudine e stata approssimata ad un piano rigido, mentre il rivestimento in gomma
e stato modellato con 338 elementi disposti su due strati di 6 mm ciascuno. Inizialmente, il
modello di materiale utilizzato per rappresentare la gomma e stato di tipo elastico, lineare
(!SOLIN). Tale modello di materiale non ha, pera, alcuna capacita di assorbire gli shock e
presenta i medesimi inconvenienti riscontrati precedentemente. A causa di cia, la forza di
reazione dell'incudine misurata sperimentalmente e quella ottenuta dalle simulazioni erano
alquanto differenti. In particolare, il modello di materiale !SOLIN risultava troppo rigido
e, conseguentemente, la forza di reazione dell'incudine troppo elevata.

Al fine di trovare un modello di materiale pili appropriato per descrivere la gomma,
numerose prove di compressione sono state effettuate su a1cuni provini circolari. Le prove
sono state condotte a diverse velocita di compressione per indagare anche sull'eventuale
comportamento reologico del materiale. Questi test hanno dimostrato che la caratteristica
stress-strain di questo materiale non e lineare e presenta ampie aree di isteresi tra carico
e scarico soprattutto in corrispondenza di grandi deformazioni. Inoltre, il materiale tende
a diventare pili rigido con l'aumentare della velocita di deformazione. Considerando un
tempo di recupero di 3 min tra una prova e l'altra, Ie deformazioni plastiche misurate sono
state di circa 7 - 8% per tutte Ie velocita di compressione. Questi risultati hanno portato
alIa conclusione che, tra tutti i modelli implementati nel software applicativo Madymo, il
pili adatto per rappresentare il materiale fosse HYSISO, il modello, cioe, con isteresi.

Tra Ie tante curve ottenute sperimentalmente, e stata scelta quella corrispondente alIa
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massima velocita di compressione utilizzabile, sebbene questa fosse di molto inferiore alIa
reale velocita di deformazione della gomma durante l'impatto. Effettivamente, i valori
numerici ottenuti schematizzando la gomma con questo nuovo modello di materiale sono
risultati molto vicini a quelli ottenuti sperimentalmente. La forza di reazione dell'incudine
influenza anche i valori delle accelerazioni calcolate suI COG della testa durante l'impatto.
Una rappresentazione pili fedele della gomma di rivestimento dell'incudine ha permesso,
quindi, di ottenere risultati numerici e sperimentali concordandi anche in termini di accel
erazioni lineari del centro di gravita del modello.

In realta, i primi paragoni tra Ie accelerazioni lineari del centro di gravita della testa ave
vano evidenziato valori numerici maggiori rispetto a quelli sperimentali e con una frequenza
molto superiore. Anche in questo caso, cia era dovuto al particolare modello di materiale
(ISOLIN) (che comporta elevate vibrazioni) utilizzato per modellare l'accelerometro. In
Madymo esiste la possibilita di rendere i materiali "rigidi". Con questa opzione gli stress e
Ie deformazioni dei singoli elementi non sono calcolabili e il componente viene interpretato
come un unico corpo rigido. Sono cosl eliminati gli artifici numerici dovuti aIle vibrazioni
degli elementi, mentre il materiale conserva il modulo di Young, di Poisson e la densita
originali. Questa modalita estata adottata sia per l'accelerometro, sia per la base in al
luminio sia per la parte inferiore della testa in quanto i valori di stress e strain misurati
in questi componenti sono risultati molto minori, e quindi trascurabili, rispetto a quelli
registrati, durante l'impatto, suI resto del modello. Inoltre, gli stress e Ie deformazioni dei
componenti della parte inferiore della testa non costituiscono un'informazione essenziale in
quanto meno coinvolti nell'urto. In questo modo, la quantita di informazioni da elaborare,
e dunque il tempo di simulazione, si sono ridotti sensibilmente senza alterare i valori delle
grandezze fisiche misurate suI cervello e suI cranio deformabile.

Nell'ambito del 200 mm drop test si e investigato anche suI corportamento dei marker
all'interno del cervello. I marker sono realizzati in acciaio inossidabile e hanno forma sferica.
Essi devono soddisfare due esigenze contrapposte: da una parte devono essere chiaramente
visibili ai raggi X durante gli esperimenti e devono avere, quindi, un'elevata grandezza;
dall'altra non devono influenzare Ie caratteristiche meccaniche e dinamiche del materiale
circostante (silicone). Inoltre, marker troppo grandi, a causa della diversa densita di mate
riale, potrebbero attraversare il materiale in cui sono immersi e non muoversi pili insieme
ad esso durante gli impatti. In questo caso i marker non adempirebbero propriamente allo
scopo di misurare Ie deformazioni e gli spostamenti relativi del cervello rispetto alIa scatola
cranica. I diametri dei marker disponibili per gli esperimenti sono di 3, 4 e 5 mm.

Simulazioni numeriche sono state effettuate per tentare di individuare quale dei tre
rispondesse meglio aIle differenti esigenze. Utilizzando il software applicativo Madymo e
possibile aggiungere delle masse ai singoli nodi del modello. 20 nodi appartenenti a diverse
zone del cervello sono stati scelti come marker e su ognuno di essi estata aggiunta volta per
volta la massa corrispondente aIle diverse grandezze. Sono stati quindi messi a confronto
gli spostamenti verticali di questi 20 nodi, con Ie diverse masse. La curva corrispondente
al marker con 5 mm di diametro si e discostata sensibilmente da quella corrispondente al
nodo senza massa aggiunta. Le curve che fanno riferimento ai marker di 3 e 4 mm sono
risultate, invece, molto simili tra loro e vicine a quella che si riferisce al nodo senza massa
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aggiunta. La stessa tendenza e stata verificata anche sulle curve di stress e strain degli
elementi circostanti ai marker: i marker di 5 mm hanno causato notevoli valori di sforzo e
deformazioni sugli elementi circostanti, mentre i marker di 3 e 4 mm provocano degli effetti
simili su tali elementi ed hanno un comportamento abbastanza "neutro" nei confronti del
silicone. Tuttavia, il marker di 4 mm di diametro emolto pili visibile ai raggi X di quello
di 3 mm di diametro. Pertanto, in tutti gli esperimenti estato deciso di utilizzare i marker
di 4 mm di diametro.

Un ulteriore problema per il paragone tra risultati numerici e sperimentali, necessari
per la convalida del modello numerico, e stato rappresentato dalla differenza di sistemi
di riferimento rispetto ai quali venivano misurate Ie grandezze. In particolare, mentre Ie
accelerazioni del COG misurate sperimentalmente si riferiscono ad un sistema solidale con
l'accelerometro, Ie accelerazioni numeriche fanno riferimento ad un sistema inerziale fisso.
Naturalmente, i valori cosl misurati non sono direttamente confrontabili. I versori, in fun
zione del tempo, del sistema di riferimento solidale con l'accelerometro sono stati ricostruiti
mediante l'analisi degli spostamenti di alcuni suoi nodi. Le componenti dell'accelerazioni
numeriche del COG sono state, conseguentemente, riferite alIa nuova base calcolata e,
dunque, confrontate con quelle sperimentali.

II settimo capitolo si occupa del Full drop test. Durante questa prova il modello di
testa, equipaggiato di casco, viene lasciato cadere da un'altezza di circa 4 m, mediante un
carrello libero di muoversi verticalmente, su un piano rigido (incudine). II casco utilizzato
negli esperimenti eun "Arai Quantum-e, size L" realizzato in materiale plastico rinforzato
con fibre di carbonio e con un rivestimento protettivo di polistirene espanso a bassa den
sita. II corrispondente modello numerico e stato sviluppato da D.W.A Brands nel 1996.
Esso e composto da due componenti: Protective padding liner e Outer shell. II primo
componente schematizza il rivestimento interno del casco ed e costituito da 5104 elementi
con una densita di 31.2 kg/m3 . II modello di materiale utilizzato per tale componente
e FOAM, per cui, sia la curva di carico, sia la curva di scarico del materiale sono stati
introdotti nel modello. II componente esterno consiste di 636 elementi che collegano 1604
nodi. In questo caso il modello di materiale utilizzato e l'isotropico elastico-lineare con
modulo di Young pari a 8.54 GPa, modulo di Poisson di 0.325 e densita di 2082 kg/m3 .

II modello numerico della testa e stato posizionato all'interno del modello del casco
lasciando un gap di circa 9 mm tra la superficie sommitale della testa e la superficie in
terna del Protective padding liner. Questo gap approssima l'effetto dell'imbottitura per il
comfort, dello spessore di circa 9 mm, che non e presente suI modello. In questo esperi
mento sono state misurate Ie 3 componenti della forza di reazione dell'incudine rispetto ad
un sistema di riferimento globale, Ie 3 componenti dell'accelerazioni del COG della testa
rispetto ad un sistema di riferimento solidale con l'accelerometro, Ie 3 componenti della
velocita angolare del COG e Ie deformazioni suI casco mediante l'utilizzo di strain-gauge.
Le normative prevedono diversi posizionamenti del casco suI carello in modo da variarne la
superficie d'impatto con l'incudine. Le simulazioni numeriche per la convalida del modello
casco/testa sono state fatte nel caso in cui la zona d'impatto del casco e sommitale (top
impact) e nel caso in cui e posteriore (rear impact). II modello della testa, all'interno
del casco, e stato posizionato sopra l'incudine, schematizzata con un piano rigido, e una
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velocita iniziale di 7 .1 m/ in direzione verticale e stata data a tutti i nodi di entrambi i
modelli. In questo caso la velocita imposta non soddisfa l'equazione v = y!2gh in quanto
si e tenuto conto dell'attrito tra carello e guida. La prima indagine condotta suI modello
numerico del casco ha riguardato l'esatta determinazione del modulo di Young del suo
componente esterno (Outer shell). Precedentemente, un set-up sperimentale per misurare
Ie caratteristiche meccaniche del casco era stato realizzato da Oscar van de Leur nel 2000.
L'esperimento prevedeva l'applicazione di uno spostamento di 3mm in direzione verticale
suI centro di un provino rettangolare del materiale da testare e il calcolo della forza di
reazione del materiale lungo la stessa direzione. Gli angoli del provino sono stati vincolati
solo in direzione verticale.

Anche la corrispondente simulazione numerica e stata realizzata schematizzando il
provino con un modello di materiale elastico lineare. Non e stato pera calcolato il val
ore del modulo di Young che rendesse risultati numerici e sperimentali concordanti. In
questo lavoro, Ie simulazioni condotte hanno portato alIa conclusione che il modulo di
Young pili appropriato e di circa 10.5 GPa, ovvero leggermente superiore di quello pro
posto da Brands. Successivamente, Ie accelerazioni numeriche e sperimentali del COG della
testa sono state comparate sia nel caso di top impact sia nel caso di rear impact.

In entrambe Ie prove, tutte Ie componenti dell'accelerazioni numeriche rispetto al sis
tema di riferimento solidale sono risultate inferiari rispetto a quelle sperimentali. In par
ticolare, nei risultati sperimentali e presente un picco iniziale sostanzialmente maggiore
rispetto al corrispondente valore numerico. Cia potrebbe essere dovuto aIle differenti con
dizioni al contorno tra casco e testa nel caso reale e nelle simulazioni. II modello fisico della
testa, infatti, si adatta perfettamente aIle dimensioni interne del casco ed e direttamente
in contatto con esso. Nel modello numerico, invece, la testa e separata dal casco da uno
spazio di 9 mm e cia potrebbe giustificare l'assenza del picco iniziale nelle accelerazioni
numeriche.

Poiche il software package Madymo non consente direttamente la determinazione della
velocita angolare nel tempo dei corpi, questa grandezza fisica e stata ricostruita mediante
l'analisi delle posizioni e delle velocita lineari di alcuni nodi dell'accelerometro. Per calco
lare la velocita angolare di un carpo rigido e necessario conoscere la posizione e la velocita
lineare di almeno tre suoi punti. Pili punti vengono analizzati, pili accurato risulta il cal
colo della velocita angolare. Nelle simulazioni condotte, sono state calcolate Ie posizioni
e Ie velocita lineari, nel tempo, di 5 nodi appartenenti all'accelerometro. I paragoni tra
Ie accelerazioni numeriche cosl ottenute e Ie accelerazioni sperimentali, hanno messo in
luce, tuttavia, grandi divergenze tra i due risultati. Una ricerca pili approfondita dovrebbe
essere fatta suI calcolo numerico di tale grandezza fisica.

Comunque, il calcolo e il paragone della velocita angolare del COG della testa e alquanto
difficile; sia perche anche piccole variazioni di posizionamento della testa nel casco e
del casco suI carrello potrebbero infiuenzare molto questa grandezza, sia perche non si
conoscono gli effetti che una condizione al contorno tra casco e testa come quella adottata
nel modello potrebbero avere suI calcolo della velocita angolare. Per entrambe Ie tipolo
gie di impatto sono state calcolate Ie forze di reazione dell'incudine. I risultati numerici
ottenuti rispecchiano abbastanza fedelmente quelli sperimentali soprattutto lungo la com-
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ponente verticale della forza. Per quanto riguarda tutte Ie grandezze sperimentali misurate
lungo l'asse y il paragone con i corrispondenti valori numerici non e semplice in quanto,
data la simmetria del modello rispetto al piano sagittale, la direzione verso la quale il casco
con la testa si dirige dopo aver colpito l'incudine edel tutto casuale. Questo aspetto eda
tenere in considerazione anche nel paragone tra Ie velocita angolari del COG della testa.

Nelle simulazioni sono state anche calcolate Ie deformazioni degli elementi del casco in
corrispondenza degli strain-gauge applicati negli esperimenti. Sia nel caso di top impact
sia nel caso di rear impact, i valori numerici sono risultati notevolmente maggiori rispetto
a quelli sperimentali. Questo potrebbe essere dovuto al tipo di modello (!SOLIN) di ma
teriale utilizzato per modellare la parte esterna del casco. Inoltre, il movimento dei cavi
collegati agli strain-gauge durante I'Helmeted drop test ha causato rumore e falsi segnali,
rendendo l'interpretazione dei risultati sperimentali molto difficile.

Infine, si e investigato sull'influenza della variazione di spessore dell'Outer shell del
casco sulle grandezze misurate. Questa indagine e giustificata dal fatto che, mentre nella
realta la parte esterna del casco ha uno spessore variabile da circa 3 mm nella sommita a
circa 2.75 mm nelle zone laterali, nel modello numerico questo componente estato rappre
sentato con uno spessore costante di 3 mm. Un'altra simulazione con impatto nella zona
sommitale e stata, dunque, condotta utilizzando uno spessore costante di 2.75 mm per
I'Outer shell. I risultati cosl ottenuti non si sono discostati sensibilmente da quelli ottenuti
in corrispondenza di uno spessore di 3 mm, dimostrando che modellare I'Outer shell con
uno spessore costante puo essere considerata un'approssimazione accettabile.
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Summary

Every year in Europe thousands of motor-cyclists are involved in road accidents that imply
various types of physical damages. Violent impacts that involve the head are particularly
dangerous. Certainly an usual use of a crash-helmet reduces the percentage and the im
portance of the damages suffered by motor-cyclists. Nevertheless, neither the mechanical
behaviour of the crash- helmet, nor the way it protects the head during the impact have
been fully understood. Accident dynamics and types of brain damages are so many and
so different that it is difficult to classify and analyse them in a complete way.

For over thirty years various researches have been interested in studying the mecha
nisms that cause brain damage in crash conditions, and establishing associated tolerance
thresholds of the human brain. The consequent development of the" injury criteria" has
been a fundamental step towards the establishment of brain damage prevention measures.
The most important and known of these is the" Head Injury Criterion, HIC", based on
the assumption that the linear acceleration of he head is a valid index of classification of
the different damage thresholds.

The anatomy of the head and neck are so complex that the HIC is a criteria that can be
improved. It does not consider the angular accelerations nor the kinematics of the head, nor
the direction of the impact nor the relative movements between the brain and the brain-box
that occur during an accident. This last factor is considered, by various studies carried out
on the bio-mechanism of head injuries, one of the major causes of serious brain damage.
Nevertheless, the current standards applied to crash-helmet crash tests imply the use of
rigid dummy heads without anatomical details. The current crash helmets are empirically
planned with the sole intention of respecting the shock absorbing requisitions, and keeping
the linear accelerations of the head under the established standard limits. These tests are
certainly a great means of quality comparison and classification of the different types of
crash-helmets sold, but supply limited information on their real ability in protecting and
limiting human brain damage in accident conditions. There are different ways to improve
crash tests. One of these is the use, as in the past, of corpses. Besides the ethic and moral
implications, the use of corpses for crash tests does not allow to measure possible brain
damages (the so called diffused damages) that do not appear visibly on location, but cause
loss of consciousness and memory.

At the Dynamic and Bio-dynamic section of the Department of Mechanical Engineering
of the Technische Vniversiteit Eindhoven (TV Ie), in the Ph.D. "Modelling and specifica
tion for an improved helmet design" experimental methods to improve current crash test,
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and to overcome the limits seen above, are being studied. The final purpose of this project
is to understand the dynamic-mechanic behaviour of the crash-helmet and the way it pro
tects the head during the impact, in order to plan new, more effective and safer types.

The idea at the bottom of this research is, on one hand, to increase the number of
parameters measured during crash tests (not just calculating the linear acceleration of the
head), and on the other hand to use head types more "bio-faithful", with several anatom
ical parts and so closer to the real human anatomy.

During the experiments carried out, the accelerations and the angular velocity in the
three directions of the headfrom's center of gravity (COG) and the reaction forces in the
three directions of the anvil on which the head/helmet system impacts have been measured.
As far as the human head model is concerned, it has been improved with a deformable
skull made of a resin reinforced with glass fibres and a silicone brain. Moreover, several
markers (stainless steel spheres) have been placed inside the brain in order to register the
relative movements of the brain referred to the skull during the impact, using high speed
X-ray video cameras. The experimental set-up implies the use of strain-gauges applied to
the helmets to register the deformations during helmet crash tests. Along with the physical
model another corresponding numerical 3D finite element model, with has been created.
The importance of this numerical model is fundamental: first of all it allows the knowl
edge of many physical measurements (pressures, deformations, movements, stress etc) that
are difficult to measure through experiments and it is also a convenient alternative to the
expensive destructive tests. Of course, every numerical model before being diffusely used
must be "validated"; a certain equivalence between the results obtained by the use of the
physical model and the results obtained by the calculator's simulation must be proven.
This degree thesis aims at verifying if such equivalence exists, understanding the cause
of possible divergences, to modify and improve the characteristics of the numerical model
in order to obtain experimental and numerical results as congruent as possible. For this
reason three different types of experiments and corresponding numerical simulations have
been carried out: Hammer test, 200 mm drop test, Helmeted drop test.

The Hammer test is a test that implies the use of a hammer, equipped with a force
transducer, to hit the physical model in different parts. An acceleration measuring device
is placed on the external surface of the skull and it registers the accelerations caused by
impulses.

The 200 mm drop test is an experiment that implies the free drop (on a free vertically
moving cart) of the headform, without a helmet, from a height of 200 mm. The head hits
against an anvil covered by a 12 mm thick layer of rubber that simulates the scalp, missing
on the model. This experiment measures the components in the three directions of the
linear acceleration of the headform's COG and the components in the three directions of
the anvil reaction force. Moreover, x-ray images make the movements of the markers inside
the brain visible.

The Helmeted drop test is a free drop experiment of a model head equipped with a
crash-helmet that falls from a height of about 4 m. This experiment measures the same
measurements as in the 200 mm drop test. In this case the deformations of the helmet
during impacts have also been calculated, through the use of the strain-gauge.
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The following work is organized in order to gradually introduce the specific topic of
this thesis. The first chapter is centered on the complex anatomy of the human head and
introduces the most important terms (head injury terms) referred to the possible damages
that concern the head.

The systems present in the head are: tegumentary, skeletal, muscular, respiratory, di
gestive and nervous. The attention is focused on the skeletal and nervous systems, because
they are the most involved in head traumas. The tegumentary system damages are lacer
ations, abrasions, contusions and scalds and their seriousness depends on the extension of
the injuries.

The skeleton system of the head has 29 bones: 8 skull bones, 6 auditory bones and 14
facial bones. The damages that concern the skeletal system of the head are various. Skull
fractures are often divided in the ones that concern the brain-box and those that concern
the skull base. The latter are particularly dangerous because they can damage the brain,
the brain-stem, the nerves of the skull and the spinal marrow.

The central nervous system is formed in its upper and frontal parts by the brain. The
brain is supported by the brain-stem which brings to the spinal marrow. Beyond the
brain-stem there is the cerebellum. The brain is a highly convoluted mass of nervous tis
sue protected by the skull. It is not completely divided in two hemispheres by a profound
longitudinal cleft in the sagittal median plane. Each hemisphere is divided into further
lobes with specific functions. Brain dissection reveals different colours of tissue. The ex
ternal part, the cortex, is made of grey matter, while the internal part has a predominance
of white matter. The brain-stem coordinates some of the vital reflexes which guarantee
basic living functions. The cerebellum modulates motor signals of many muscular groups
and allows a coordinated and homogeneous action.

Between the nervous tissue and the bones there is a series of connective tissue called
meninx. There are three layers of meninx around the brain and the spinal marrow: the
Dura mater, the Arachnoid mater and the Pia mater. Inside the Arachnoid mater flows
the cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF). The CFS has many nutritional properties, but its major
function is of protection and support.

Damages of the central nervous system may have profound consequences. They can be
caused by fractures of the skull bones, and also by great accelerations. Even rotation and
shear forces can cause lacerations comparable to those caused by the intrusion of small
bone fragments from bone fractures. The diffused axonal injury (DAI) is the damage of
a great number of neurons probably caused by a sudden flexion or extension of the head.
A slight concussion of the brain appears with a brief loss of memory, whereas a long pe
riod of unconsciousness with loss of the upper functions and reflexes indicate a much more
concussion. A coma is a state in which a person is completely unconscious and cannot be
woken. Focused areas of nervous tissue can be seriously damaged and die (infarct) caused
by ischemia (loss of blood flow). Damages of the blood vessels of the head can cause em
bolisms, aneurisms, hemorrhages, and hematomas.

The first part of the second chapter widens and analyses from a bio-mechanic point of
view causes and types of brain injuries. Although the mechanisms that cause brain damage
have not been completely understood, various studies in literature ascribe the causes to
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pressure and accelerations inside the head. Generally, different types of damages occur
simultaneously during a road accident. Collisions with objects generally cause local brain
damage. Sometimes the damage is located far from the contact area because of the stress
wave propagation inside the head. Head accelerations are responsible for inertial loads on
the intra-cranial structures.

Accelerations can be linear or angular and cause brain concussion and diffused brain
damage more than local damage. Particularly angular accelerations are the major causes
of more serious damages: subdural hematomas (SDH) and lacerations. Wismans has pro
posed a qualitative relation between major serious injuries and the excursion and duration
of angular accelerations. According to his study, brief impulses cause brain concussion,
but as soon as the excursion of the acceleration increases vessels sensitive to high speed
deformation can break and cause subdural hematomas. For long impulses, brain concus
sion can appear even for lower angular acceleration magnitudes. Brain lacerations appear
with prolonged accelerations of great value.

When the skull is deformed beyond its load capacity it undergoes fractures. Since the
bone is less resistant in tensile than in compression, fractures occur in the areas of the
skull which undergo a tensile strain, often at a certain distance from the impact area. In
literature there are various hypothesis on the causes of fractures of the base of the skull.
In the beginning it was believed that these fractures were due to impacts on the brain-box
that caused deformations far from the impact areas. Afterwards, it has been shown that
axial loads on the neck are significantly associated with fractures of the base of the skull.
Furthermore, face impacts, especially on the jaw can cause this type of fracture.

The relative movement between the brain and the skull is one of the major causes of
more serious brain damages. The skull is smooth and regular in its upper part and greatly
irregular at the base. For this reason, the sliding of the brain on its internal surface is made
easy in the upper part, but impeded at the base of the skull. This can cause high shear
deformations in the meninges and in the cortex tissue of the base. On the other hand, the
great relative movement between the brain and the top part of the brain-box causes the
breaking of all the structures and the bridging veins, causing subdural, sub arachnoid and
cortex hematomas. Furthermore, the brain is greatly heterogeneous and made of different
parts with different mechanical properties. As a consequence, accelerations on the head
load in different ways the different parts and cause relative movements and deformations
inside the head. The brain membranes, such as falx and tentorium, are much more rigid
than the surrounding tissue and hinder the relative movement. This is responsible for con
siderable brain deformations in the contact areas of the brain and membranes, considered
major cause of contusions.

The second part of this chapter deals with" Head Injury Criteria". The Wayne State
Tolerance Curve (WSTC) is considered the foundation of research on brain injury criteria.
This curve establishes average values of tolerable accelerations in front-back directions in
relation to the duration of the impulses. In the development of the curve, obtained through
experiments on corpses, animals and volunteers, only linear accelerations have been con
sidered. Except for low values and long duration accelerations, the WSTC has never been
validated on living human beings. Afterwards, Gadd affirmed that neither the average
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value of acceleration nor its highest value could be sufficient to establish the reaction of
the head in impact conditions. According to Gadd, impulses with different shapes but
the same average values cause different effects. He proposed to integrate the acceleration
signal for its entire duration. He also introduced an exponential factor of the acceleration
(2.5) believing that there was no linear relation between the amplitude of the impulse and
the possibility of injury. This criteria is known as "Severity Index" (SI). The more known
Head Injury Criteria (HIJ) comes from the SI, but it reconsiders the average value of the
signal for certain time intervals and not for its full length. The major limit of this criteria
is the consideration of the only linear aspects of the head movement, not considering the
angular accelerations.

An attempt of combining linear accelerations and angular accelerations has been pro
posed by Newman in his "Generalized acceleration Model for Brain Injury Threshold"
(GAMBIT). This criteria, nonetheless, has never been widely validated.

Defining different types of brain injuries is not an easy task; different types of injuries
can be caused by the same accident. The brain reaction loaded by the skull could depend
on the frequency. This could explain the difference between damages caused by long im
pacts (low frequency) and those caused by short impacts (high frequency).

The third chapter describes the physical model of the head that has been used in all
the experiments. The physical models currently used in drop tests are solely supply with
an acceleration measurement device that can measure the linear accelerations of the center
of gravity of the head. Furthermore, the head is modelled as a rigid body, lacking any
anatomical part. It is clear that such a model is too simplified compared to the real hu
man anatomy and cannot reproduce the complex dynamical behaviour of the head during
accidents. It is not possible to obtain information about stress and deformation, nor is it
possible to investigate on the relative movements between brain and brain-box. The model
introduced here contains a deformable skull and a brain. The external geometry and the
mass of the head are in conformity with the European standards and weighs about 5.6 kg
and has a circumference of 600 mm.

The top part of the skull , mainly involved in accidents, is made of a resin reinforced
with glass fibres. This material presents characteristics of lightness, tensile resistance and
Young's module similar to the human bone. Depending on the percentage of fibre, its
density varies between 1300 and 2300 kg/m3 and its Young's module between 6 and 50
GPa. Values present in literature indicate a Young's module for the skull of about 6.5 GPa,
density about 1410 kg/m3 and Poisson's ratio of about 0.2. The importance ofthe presence
of a deformable skull is crucial in both the studies on the dynamical response of the brain
and the influence of the mechanical and dynamical behaviour of the helmet. The lower
part of the head has been kept rigid for it is considered to be less involved in the impacts
that cause brain damages. It is made of POM (PolyOxyMethylene) with a density of 1410
kg/m3 , a Young's module of about 3 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3. It is impossible to
model the brain respecting its real geometry and its boundary conditions. Therefore, the
geometry used in this model is hemispherical with the flat surface in contact with the base
of the skull. This way, the boundary conditions are well defined and easier to schematise
numerically. The material used to model the brain is the Dow Corning silicon gel. This
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material seems to reproduce quite faithfully the dynamic properties of the brain tissue. It
has a density of 998 kg/m3 , a Young's module of about 1 MPa and a Poisson's ratio of
0.4996. The values in literature indicate a 1040 kg/m3 human brain density, 1 MPa for
the Young's module and a Poisson's ratio value of 0.48-0.50. Furthermore, the silicon is
adhesive; on one hand this allows a better definition of the boundary conditions between
the brain and the skull, and on the other hand it excludes the possibility to interpose a
material that models the cerebro-spinal fluid. In the end, stainless steel spheres have been
placed inside the silicone with the purpose of measuring its movements using high-speed
X-ray video-cameras in order to retrace brain deformation during impacts. The model
of the head also has a three-axial acceleration measurement device (accelerometer). It is
placed inside the lower part of the head (in POM), connected with its center of gravity.
Furthermore, three-axial rate-sensor can register the angular velocity and acceleration of
the headform's COG. The accelerometer and the sensor are supported by an aluminium
base also placed inside the lower part of the head. For this component the Young's module
is 70 GPa, the Poisson's ratio is 0.3 and the density is 2710 kg/m3 .

The corresponding numerical model of the physical model used in the experiments is de
scribed in the fourth chapter. The necessity of developing a numerical model derives from
the impossibility of measuring some of the engineering parameters, such as the distribution
of stress and deformations directly on the material model. The 3D finite element model
has been made using the software package Madymo 3D and contains 20976 elements that
connect 22998 nodes in total. The measurable parameters during numerical simulations
are countless. For each mode it is possible to determine the time-depending position, the
velocity and the accelerations in three different directions related to a global coordinate
system while for each element, among the many measurable sizes, it is particularly useful
to determine the time-history of strains and the stresses. Furthermore, Von Mises colour
maps of stress allow a complete vision of the stress distribution in the model and allow
to see the most solicited areas during impacts. The numerical model faithfully reproduces
the inertial and geometrical characteristics of the physical model and is constituted by the
exact same componenets. In the beginning, the material model used for the top part of
the skull (deformable) was elastic, linear and isotropic (ISOLIN). The essential mechanical
properties to introduce in this type of material model are the Young's module (5.3 GPa),
the Poisson's ratio (0.3) and the density (1300 kg/m3). This component is made of 628
elements. Because of the highly viscous-elastic characteristics, the !SOLIN type material
cannot be used to model the brain. For such biological tissues the most appropriate model
material available in Madymo is the linear visco-elastic (LINVIS). In this case, to charac
terize the material, it is necessary to specify its bulk modulus expressed in Pa, the time
decay constant for the relaxation curve of the shear modulus (13) and the value of the shear
modulus expressed in Pa. These values have been obtained by Brands et. at. through
experiments carried out on silicon used in the material model.

Even though the 7040 elements that make up the brain have been divided into left
hemisphere and right hemisphere, the membrane that divides them (Falx Cerebri) has not
been included in the model. The inferior part of the head is made of 8220 elements and the
model material used is !SOLIN. The Young's modulus, the Poisson's ratio and the density
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are that ones of the paM (respectively 3 GPa, 0.3 and 1410 kg/m3). The acceleration
measurement device has been modelled with 3632 elements and isotropic linear-elastic ma
terial type with Young's modulus of 7 GPa and 1890 kg/m3 density. The aluminium base
that supports the acceleration measurement device is made of 1456 elements. The material
model is !SOLIN with 70 GPa Young's modulus and 2710 kg/m3 density.

The fifth chapter deals with the first experiment carried out to investigate on the va
lidity of the numerical model: Hammer test. The physical model of the head has been hit
with a hammer equipped with a force-transducer in four different areas of the deformable
skull: on lateral side, on the top part, in front and rear. For each test, accelerations caused
by impulses have been measured by an accelerometer. The latter has been placed in differ
ent areas of the head; so, on the whole, 9 different types of experiments have been carried
out.

On the nodes of the numerical model connected to the areas of the head hit by the
hammer, the same impulse registered by the force-transducer has been applied. For the
nodes connected to the position of the accelerometer on the physical model, the time
history accelerations have been required. Consequently, for each experiment, analogous
numerical simulations lasting 10 ms have been carried out. Since the response of the brain
to solicitations of the skull can be frequency depend, initially the accelerations have been
analysed in the frequency domain. For this purpose, simulation outputs, available only in
the time domain, have been transformed in frequency domain by means of the Discrete
Fourier Transformation (DFT) and filtered with a low-pass filter of 1 kHz as prescribed. A
first comparison between numerical and experimental results has underlined quite different
frequencies between the two signals. Particularly, the frequency content of the signals com
ing from the simulations were a much higher than the experiment signals. The difference
of the results obtained by the numerical and physical models can be ascribed to many
causes. First of all, the numerical model introduces approximations, because it describes
the continuous body through the use of finite elements and uses theoretic material models.
These approximations strongly depend on the size of the elements, on mesh quality, and
on the complexity of the material models implemented. Another error can occur during
the post-processing of the numerical signal especially when accelerations are analysed.

The output values deriving from simulations can be sampled at different frequencies.
A too low sample frequency could hide important signal components, significantly altering
it. This phenomenon is known as "aliasing effect". Several studies on aliasing propose an
equation that, considering the size of the elements, the parameters of the materials used
and the type of load, individuates the necessary sampling-rate in order to avoid signal
altering. According to this equation, the necessary frequency sample is 1000 kHz, while a
10 kHz frequency had been used before. Nevertheless, numerical and experimental results
continue to differ even using a 1000 kHz sample frequency.

Furthermore, a comparison of the results obtained in connection with these different
frequencies shows that the signal is really altered when a sampling-rate of only 10 kHz is
used. So, all following signals coming from simulations have been sampled at 1000 kHz.
This has caused an increase of the output file sizes and also of the simulation time. An
other source of approximation can be introduced in the signal transformation from the
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time domain to the frequency domain. The Discrete Fourier Transform equation shows
that the longer the signal to transform is, the DFT results thicker and so more accurate.
To improve the signal in the frequency domain, simulation time has been brought to 60
ms. The high frequency of sampling, along with a long simulation time has determined
an enormous output file size and a CPU-computation time of about 100 hours. The im
provement of the numerical signal has not been so significant as to justify this strategy,
because the accelerations coming from the simulations contained much higher frequencies
than those obtained in the experiments. Therefore, numerical and experimental results
have been analysed and compared in the time domain, in the attempt of individualizing
other possible sources of approximation. The analysis of the time domain has underlined,
besides the high frequencies of the numerical signal, its complete absence of damping be
haviour. This could be due to the particular material model used (ISOLIN) to model the
deformable part of the skull. This model does not at all consider any energy dissipation
and therefore is not appropriate to represent human tissues that present a highly viscous
behaviour.

Even the high frequencies could be caused by the strong vibrations of the elements
that occur when an ISOLIN material model is used. However, Madymo software gives the
possibility to introduce a damping factor in the isotropic linear-elastic material model. In
this case, besides the Young's modulus, the Poisson's ratio and the density, a damping
coefficient must be specified (d). The application software manual gives to this parameter
the physics meaning of the time decay constant of the material. However, experimental
measuring of the time decay constant of the reinforced resin would have implied too long
and complex measurements to be treated in this work.

Therefore, it has been attempted to extrapolate the damping coefficient material es
timate from the time-history accelerations. For this purpose, the hammer test has been
carried out on the deformable outer skull, separated from the rest of the model, so that
its reaction could not be influenced by the highly viscous behaviour of the brain. The en
velop curve of the accelerations has been calculated and represented in a semi-logarithmic
plane, and from this the time decay constant of the signal has been derived. The decay
coefficient obtained was about 5.35 ms. However, after introducing this coefficient, the
new material model showed a greater damping behaviour than expected and measured in
the experiments.

Simulations of 1 ms have been carried out on a single element, with same mechanical
properties of the material used to model the skull. The purpose of these brief simulations
is to rapidly and empirically determine the damping coefficient necessary to obtain nu
merical accelerations similar to the experiments. The value of 0.16 ms resulted much less
than the one previously calculated. Unfortunately, for reasons of numerical stability, using
this value, the computing time has increased exponentially: only 2 ms needed more than
thousand hours of CPU-computation time and have made the model unusable.

Therefore, another type of material model, that accounts for energy dissipation, has
been considered, among those available in Madymo. The linear visco-elastic material (LIN
VIS) already used to model the brain, is particularly suitable to represent highly viscous
materials. The necessary parameters to characterize this type of material are the bulk
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modulus (K) and the shear modulus (G) that are obtainable from the Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio. Another necessary parameter is the time decay constant of the re
laxation curve for the shear strains ({3). Since the determination of the real value of {3
would imply the realization of sophisticated experiments, the previous time decay con
stant (5.35 ms) has been used. But even in this case, the numerical results significantly
differed from the results of experiments and it was necessary to look for another material
model, easer to implement. In the end the HYSISO material model was considered. This
model is suitable for materials that do present non linear stress-strain characteristics and
a hysteresis area between the loading and unloading curve. These curves must be specified
inside the model. For the experimental determination of the stress-strain relationship of
the composite material, regular samples have been taken from the physical model of the
skull. Compression tests have been carried out both in the direction of the fibres and in
the direction orthogonal to them. Unfortunately, the model with Hysteresis cannot be
combined with the ortho-tropic one (in which it is possible to specify two different Young's
modulus in two orthogonal directions). Therefore, only the stress-strain characteristic in
the direction of the fibres has been inserted. However, this theoretic model is the one that
gets closest to the mechanical characteristic of the material, because it considers both the
non linear stress-strain relationship and energy dissipation. The numerical result obtained
by the use of this material model is remarkably close to the experimental result as far as
damping behaviour and maximum value are concerned.

Especially this last result is very important because the major criteria of brain dam
ages are based on the maximum acceleration values tolerated by the human head during
impacts. Nevertheless, the HYSISO material model has the drawback of not being able to
specify eventual material behaviour depending on time.

The 200 mm drop test is described in the sixth chapter. The physical model of the hu
man head is placed on a cart that can move freely only in vertical direction and is dropped
from the height of 200 mm on an anvil covered by a 12 mm layer of rubber. The head
is positioned so that its median-sagittal plane forms a 35° angle with the impact surface,
and it's a-p axis is horizontal. During this experiment, the measurements are: the linear
acceleration in three components in relation to a local coordinate system integral with the
accelerometer (the device is located in connection with the COG of the head). The anvil
reaction force of the anvil in three components related to a global coordinate system. Fur
thermore, X-ray images qualitatively show the movements of the markers inside the brain.
In the corresponding numerical model, the head has been placed to reflect the experimental
set-up. Since the force of gravity does not exist in Madymo, an initial velocity of 1.98 m/s
(v=J2gh) in vertical direction has been applied to all the nodes belonging to the numerical
model of the head. For the eight nodes of the element in the middle of the accelerometer
the outputs required have been linear accelerations. The anvil has been approximated to
a rigid plane, while the rubber padding has been modelled with 338 elements disposed on
two layers of 6 mm each. Initially, the material model used to represent the rubber was the
isotropic linear-elastic (ISOLIN). This kind of material model cannot absorb shocks and
presents the same drawbacks previously examined. Because of this, the anvil reaction force
experimentally measured, and the force obtained by simulations were quite different. In
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particular, the material model !SOLIN proved to be too rigid and consequently the anvil
reaction force was too high.

In order to find material model more suitable to describe the rubber, many compression
tests have been carried out on some circular samples taken from the rubber padding. The
tests have been carried out at different compression velocities to investigate also on the
time-depending behaviour of the material.

These tests have shown that the stress-strain characteristic of this material is not linear
and presents wide areas of hysteresis especially in correspondence with great deformations.
Furthermore, the material tends to become stiffer with the increase of the deformation
velocity. Considering a recovery time of 3 min between tests, the plastic deformations
measured have been about 7 - 8% for all the compression velocities. These results have
brought to the conclusion that, among all the models implied in the Madymo software
package, the most appropriate one to represent the rubber is the HYSISO, that is the
model with hysteresis. Among the many curves obtained through experiments, the one
closest to maximum compression velocity usable with the machinery has been chosen, even
though this was greatly inferior to the real deformation velocity of rubber during impacts.
The numerical values, obtained by schematising rubber with this new material model, are
very close to those obtained by experiments. The anvil reaction force of also influences the
acceleration values calculated on the headform's COG during impacts.

A more faithful representation of the rubber padding on the anvil has allowed, therefore,
to obtain agreeing numerical and experimental results, even considering linear accelerations
of the headform's center of gravity.

Asa matter of fact, the first comparisons between the linear accelerations of the head
form's center of gravity had underlined greater numerical values than the experimental
ones, and with a much higher frequency. Even in this case, this was due to the particular
material model (!SOLIN) used for the accelerometer that causes great vibrations.

In Madymo it is possible to make materials "rigid". With this option the stresses and
deformations of the single elements are set to zero and the component is interpreted as a
whole rigid body. This way the numerical artifices, caused by the element vibrations are
eliminated, while the material still maintains the original Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio
and density. This modality has been adapted for the accelerometer, for the aluminium base
and also for the lower part of the head because the stress and strain values measured in
these components were much smaller, and so negligible, in relation to the ones registered,
during the impact, on the rest of the model.

Furthermore, the stresses and deformations of the components of the lower part of the
head are not essential information, because they are less involved in the impact. This way,
the quantity of information to elaborate, and so the computation time, have noticeably
diminished, without altering the values of the physical quantities measured on the brain
and deformable skull.

In the 200 drop test the behaviour of the markers inside the brain have also been inves
tigated. The markers are made of stainless steel and have a spherical shape. They must
satisfy two diverging necessities: they must be clearly visible to X-rays during experiments
and so must be quite big, and they must not influence the mechanical and dynamical
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characteristics of the surrounding material (silicon). Furthermore, if the markers are too
big, because of the different density of the materials, they could go through the material
they are placed in and not move along with it during impacts. In this case the markers
could not due their specific duty to measure deformations and movements of the brain in
relation to the brain-box.

The diameters of the markers available for experiments are 3,4 and 5 mm. Numerical
simulations have been carried out to individuate which of the three responds best to the
different requirements. Using the Madymo software package it is possible to add masses to
the single nodes of the model. 20 nodes belonging to different areas of the brain have been
chosen as markers and on each one a mass corresponding to each marker size has been
added. The vertical movements of these 20 nodes with the different masses have been then
compared. The curve corresponding to the marker with the diameter of 5 mm noticeably
moved away from the one corresponding to the node without added mass. The curves that
refer to the 3 and 4 mm markers resulted very similar to one another, and close to the one
corresponding to the node without added mass.

The same tendency was verified in the stress and strain curves of the elements sur
rounding the markers: 5 mm markers caused remarkable strain and deformation values on
the surrounding elements, while 3 and 4 mm markers cause similar effects on such elements
and have a quite neutral behaviour with silicon. However, the 4 mm marker is more visible
at X-rays than the 3mm diameter marker. Therefore, in all the experiments it has been
decided to use the 4 mm diameter marker.

Another problem for the comparison of the numerical and experiment results, neces
sary for the validation of the numerical model, is represented by the different coordinate
systems used to measure the quantities. In particular, while the accelerations of the COG
measured in the experiments are related to a local coordinate system integral with the
accelerometer, the numerical accelerations are related to a global coordinate system. Of
course, values measured in this way are not directly comparable.

The time-depend versors of the local coordinate system integral with the accelerometer
have been calculated through the analysis of the movements of some of its nodes. The
components of the numerical accelerations of the COG have been, consequently, referred
to the new calculated base, and so compared to the experimental ones.

The seventh chapter deals with the Full drop test. During this test the headform,
equipped with a crash helmet, is dropped from a height of about 4 m, on a free mov
ing cart on a vertical direction, onto a rigid plane (anvil). The helmet model used for
these experiments is an" Arai Quantum-e, size L" made of plastic material reinforced with
carbon fibres and with a protective padding of low-density expanded polystyrene (EPS).
The corresponding numerical model was developed by D.W.A. Brands in 1996. It has two
components: Protective padding liner and Outer shell. The first component models the
interior padding of the helmet and is made of 5104 elements with a density of 31.2 kgjm3 .

The material model used for this component is FOAM. This material model is similar to
HYSISO. Although in this case the Poisson's ratio of the material is set to zero; it is par
ticularly suitable for materials that present a non linear stress-strain relation and a very
low Poisson's ratio value. The second component is made of 636 elements that connect
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1604 knots. In this case the material model used is the isotropic elastic-linear with a 8.54
GPa Young's modulus, 0.325 Poisson's ratio and a density of 2082 kg/m3 .

The numerical model of the head has been placed inside the model of the helmet leaving
a gap of about 9mm between the top surface of the head and the interior surface of the
Protective padding liner, as required in Brands' work. This gap approximates the effect
of the comfort padding liner, about 9mm thick, which is not present in the model. The
fastening belt of the helmet for the head has been modelled using the STRAPS model in
Madymo. This model allows to connect two nodes using a strap of which it is necessary to
specify proportionality constant between force and displacement. In this experiment the
three components of the anvil reaction force in relation to the global coordinate system,
the three components of the headform's COG accelerations in relation to the local coordi
nate system, the three components of the headform's angular velocity have been measured.
Moreover, the deformations of the helmet by means of the use of strain-gauges have been
measured.

The ECE-regulation requires different placements of the helmet on the cart in order
to vary the helmet impact surface on the anvil. Numerical simulations to investigate on
the validity of the brain/head model have been carried out considering a top impact and
a rear impact.

Inside the helmet model, the numerical headform has been placed above the anvil,
schematised as a rigid plane, and a 7.1 m/s initial velocity in vertical direction has been
applied to all the nodes of both models. In this case the velocity imposed does not satisfy
the equation v-J2gh because it considers the friction between the cart and the guide.

The first investigation carried out on the numerical model of the helmet dealt with the
exact determination of the Young's modulus of its external component (Outer Shell). Pre
viously, Oscar van de Leur had made an experimental set-up in 2000, in order to measure
the mechanical characteristics of the helmet. The experiment required the application of
3 mm displacement in vertical direction on the center of a rectangular sample of material
to test and the calculation of the reaction force of the material in the same direction. The
angles of the sample were restricted only in the vertical direction.

Even the corresponding numerical simulation has been carried out schematising the
material of the sample with a isotropic linear-elastic material model. The value of the
Young's modulus, that gives agreeing results, to introduce in the numerical model has not
been calculated. In this work, the simulations carried out on the rectangular sample have
brought to the conclusion that the most appropriate Young's modulus is about 10.5 GPa,
slightly higher than the one proposed by Brands.

Afterwards, the numerical and experimental accelerations of the headform's COG have
been compared for the top impact and rear impact. In both tests, all the components of
the numerical accelerations, in relation to the local coordinate system proved to be slightly
inferior than the experiment ones.

In particular, an initial peak basically bigger than the corresponding numerical value is
present in the experiment results. This could be due to the different boundary conditions
between helmet and head in the real case and in simulations. The physical model of the
head, in fact, perfectly adapts to the internal dimensions of the helmet and is directly in
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contact with it. In the numerical model, the head is separated by a 9mm gap and this
could account for the absence of the initial peak in the numerical accelerations.

Since the Madymo software package does not allow the direct determination of the an
gular velocities of the bodies, this physical quantity has been rebuilt through the analysis
of the positions and the linear velocities of some of the nodes of the accelerometer. In order
to calculate the angular velocity of a rigid body it is necessary to know the position and
the linear velocity of at least three of its points. More points are analysed and the more
accurate the results of the angular velocity is. In the simulations carried out, the positions
and the linear velocities of five nodes belonging to the accelerometer have been calculated.
The comparisons of the numerical accelerations obtained and the experiment ones have re
vealed great differences of the two results. A deeper research on the numerical calculation
of this quantity should be done. However, calculating and comparing the angular velocity
of the COG of the head is quite difficult; even small variations of the headform position
within the helmet and of the helmet on the cart could influence this quantity. Moreover,
the effects of the boundary conditions between head and helmet adopted in the model on
the calculation of the angular velocity are unknown.

For both types of impact the anvil reaction forces have been calculated. The numeri
cal results obtained reflect quite faithfully the experiment ones, especially on the vertical
component ofthe force. As far as all the experiment quantities measured on the y-axis are
concerned, the comparison of the corresponding numerical values is not simple because,
considering the symmetry of the model in relation to the median plane, the direction to
wards which the head and helmet move after hitting the anvil is totally accidental. This
aspect must be kept in mind even when comparing the angular velocity of the COG of the
head.

In the simulations, the deformations of the elements of the helmet in connection to
the strain-gauges applied in experiments have also been calculated. In both the cases of
top impact and rear impact, the numerical values have been remarkably higher than the
experiment ones. This could be due to the type of material model (ISOLIN) used for the
helmet outer shell. However, the movements of the wires attached to the strain-gauges
during the helmeted drop test have altered the experimental measures making difficult
their interpretation.

In the end, the influence of the variation of the helmet outer shell thickness on the
measured quantities has also been investigated. This investigation is justified by the fact
that, while in reality the outer shell of the helmet has a variable thickness of 3 mm at the
top and about 2.75 mm in the side areas, in the numerical model it has been represented
with a constant thickness of 3mm. Therefore, a simulation with a top impact has been
carried out using a constant thickness of 2.75 mm for the outer shell.

The results obtained are slightly diverging from the ones corresponding to a 3mm thick
ness, proving that modelling the outer shell with a constant thickness can be considered
acceptable.
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Introduction

General introduction

Every year in Europe thousands of motor-cyclists are involved in road accidents that imply
various types of physical damages. Violent impacts that involve the head are particularly
dangerous. Certainly a usual use of a crash-helmet reduces the percentage and the impor
tance of the damages suffered by motor-cyclists.

Nevertheless, the exact manner in which helmets protect the head is still not totally
understood. Furthermore, mechanisms causing head injury are also not clearly understood.
The current crash helmets are empirically designed with the sole intention of respecting
the sock absorption requirements of current test standards.

Current crash helmet drop test results can only predict the protective capacity of a
crash helmet in a limited way. The main limitation derives from the use of a rigid head
form that does not model the dynamics of the real, flexible human head correctly and does
not model the deformations of the brain, which is likely to be correlated with brain injury.
Furthermore, only translational accelerations of the headform are measured, which is also
insufficient to predict injury.

At the Dynamic and Biomechanics section of the Department of Mechanical Engineer
ing of the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TV/e), in the Ph.D. project titled "Modelling
and specification for an improved helmet design" , experimental methods to improve current
crash tests and to overcome the limits seen above, are being studied. The final purpose of
this project is to understand the dynamical-mechanical behaviour of the crash helmet and
the way it protects the head during the impacts, in order to plan new, more effective and
safer types.

The idea at the bottom of this research is, on one hand, to increase the number of
parameters measured during crash tests (not just limiting to the translational acceleration
of the headform) and on the other hand to use headforms more biofidelic with several
anatomical parts and so closer to the real human anatomy.

The improved headform developed at the High School Fontys of Eindhoven contains a
deformable skull, made of a composite material, which is filled with a silicon gel represent
ing the brain. Moreover, several markers (stainless steel spheres) have been placed inside
the brain in order to register, using high speed bi-plane X-ray equipment, the relative
movements of the brain referred to the skull during the impacts.

Along with the physical model another corresponding numerical 3D finite element model
has been developed. The numerical model is used in simulation of the crash helmet drop
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tests to acquire more, relevant field parameters like stresses and strains.

Scope of the project

A powerful modelling tool in head injury research is the Finite Element Model (FEM).
FE models give access to field parameters possibly correlated to injuries, such as stress,
strain and pressure, that often are experimentally difficult to measure. Of course, every
numerical model must be validated before being diffusely used. A certain equivalence be
tween the results obtained by the use of the physical headform and the results obtained
by the calculator's simulation must be proven. This degree thesis aims at verifying if such
equivalence exist, understanding the cause of possible divergences, to modify and improve
the characteristics of the numerical model in order to obtain experimental and numerical
results as congruent as possible. For this reason three different types of evaluation experi
ments and corresponding numerical simulations have been carried out: Hammer test, 200
mm drop test, Helmeted drop test.

The Hammer test is a test that implies the use of a hammer, equipped with a force
transducer, to hit the physical model in different parts of the outer deformable skull. An
acceleration measuring device is placed on the external surface of the deformable skull and
it registers the accelerations caused by impulses.
The 200 mm drop test is an experiment that implies the free drop (on a vertically moving
cart) of the headform, without the helmet, from a height of 200 mm. The headform hits
onto an anvil covered by a 12 mm thick layer of rubber that simulates the scalp, missing
on the model. The parameters measured in this experiment are the three components
of the linear accelerations of the headform's COG and the three components of the anvil
reaction forces. Moreover, X-ray images make the movements of the markers inside the
brain visible.

The Helmeted drop test is a free drop experiment of the headform equipped with a
crash-helmet that falls (on a vertically moving cart) from a height of 4 m. In this experi
ment are measured the same parameters as in the 200 mm drop test. In this case also the
three components of the angular velocity of the headform's COG are calculated. Moreover,
the deformations of the helmet during the impacts have been calculated through the use
of the strain-gauge.

Once validated, the numerical head model should be improved by including more
anatomical details such as Falx meninx, skin, cerebellum and tentorium.

However, one should bear in mind that FEM modelling is based on idealizations con
cerning geometry, material properties, boundary conditions, interfaces and types of load
application. Assumption made in this field can affect the way the model predicts the distri
bution and severity of intracranial stresses and strains, which in turn affect the estimated
injury patterns.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Head Anatomy

1.1 Introduction

In order to truly understand the biomechanics and medical terminology of injuries to the
head, this section contains a brief description of its anatomical parts.
The systems present in the head are: integumentary, skeletal, muscular, respiratory, di
gestive and nervous. Special attention is paid to the integumentary, skeletal and nervous
system due to the high incidence of their involvement in trauma to the head.

1.2 Integumentary System of the Head

The integument consists of skin, hair, nails, glands and the nerves and blood vessels that
service them. The major component of the integumentary system is the skin.

1.2.1 Epidermis

Skin is composed of a thin outer layer of stratified epithelium called the epidermis. Epi
dermal cells form the deepest strata (Stratum basale) give rise to three types of glands.
Epidermal cells also form follicles which produce hairs. On the top of the head, hair pro
tects us from overexposure to sunlight and assist in maintaining constant temperature for
the head.

1.2.2 Dermis

Deep to the epidermis is the dermis, a fairly thick layer of connective tissue and many
associated integumentary structures. The dermis has two layers. The more superficial layer
is called the papillary layer and the deeper and thicker layer is called the reticular layer.
The last one is the site of considerable quantities of irregular connective tissue containing
numerous collagen and elastic fibers. These fibers give skin its inherent strength and its
ability to stretch and return to normal.
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The dermis is vascularized, that is, it contains small arteries, veins and their capillaries.
The dermis is home to a wide variety of nerve endings which sense pressure, temperature,
touch and pain. There are also some motor nerve endings that direct contraction of the
smooth muscle around blood vessels allowing for constriction or dilation of the vessels.
All of these portions of the integumentary system are found in both the face and the scalp.
the scalp is defined as the area from the superior forehead to the occipital region.

1.2.3 Injury Terms

'frauma to the integument of the head may result in lacerations (cuts), abrasion (scrapes),
contusions (bruises), avulsions (tissue torn away) and/or burns. All may be serious
depending upon the amount of impairment of the normal integumentary functions: me
chanical and thermal protection and fluid balance.

1.3 Skeletal System of the Head

1.3.1 Bones

The head contains 29 bones that can be conveniently decided as follows (see Figures
1.1 and 1.2). 8 Cranial Bones encase the adult brain. Those that cover the superior
portion of the brain form the cranial vault, while those that protect the underside portion of
the brain form the cranial base (basilar). The cranial bones include: the frontal bone, two
parietal bones, two temporal bones, one occipital bone, one ethmoid bone and one sphenoid
bone. Additionally, each temporal bone houses a trio of bones that vibrate when sound
waves strike the eardrum. These are termed the 6 Auditory Ossicles (incus, stapes and
malleous bones). Aside from helping protect the brain, the frontal, sphenoid and ethmoid
bones also playa major role in the formation of the face along with the 14 Facial Bones.
The six pairs of facial bones are: nasal bones, lacrimal bones, zygomatic bones, maxillary
bones, inferior nasal conchae and the palatine bones. There are two unpaired facial bones,
the vomer and the mandible. The mandible is the only voluntarily movable bone of the
skull.

1.3.2 Joints

A joint or articulation is the union of two or more bones. Structurally, there are three
types of joints in the body: fibrous, cartilaginous and synovial.

1. Fibrous joints have a bit of tough fibrous connective tissue between the bones mak
ing the joint virtually immovable (synarthroses). In the head, sutures and gomphoses
are fibrous joints. A suture is the name of the joint between each of the skull bones.
Gomphoses are the joints between the teeth and their jaw.
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Figure 1.1: Anterior view of skull bones.

2. Cartilaginous joints are somewhat movable (amphiarthroses) due to a disc of fi
brocartilage between the bones. These discs are said to function much like a shock
absorber. In the neck, the bodies of the cervical vertebrae are connected to one
another via fibrocartilage pads called intervertebral discs.

3. Synovial joints exhibit the most complicated structure. A fluid-filled cavity between
the bones allows them to be freely movable (diarthroses). The only synovial, and
thus freely movable, joint in the head is the temporomandibular joint (TMJ).

1.3.3 Cartilages

In addition to the bones, there are numerous cartilaginous components of the skeletal
system found in the head. The epiglottis and most of the external ear are made of elastic
cartilage. Elastic cartilage also forms most of the auditory or eustachian tube.
The majority of the nose is made up of hyaline cartilage, which also tips the facets of
the vertebrae and the bones in the temporomandibular joint. Most of the larynx and the
tracheal rings are also hyaline cartilage.
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Figure 1.2: Lateral view of skull bones.

1.3.4 Injury Terms

Injuries to the skeletal system of the head are wide ranging. A few basic terms are briefly
introduced. A break in a bone is called a fracture. Fracture may be incomplete (cracked,
but unbroken) or complete (broken into separate pieces). Fractures of the skull are often
divided into those that affect the cranial vault versus those that affect the basilar region
versus various facial fractures. Basilar fractures, in particular, have the opportunity to
damage the major neurological components: the brain, brain stem, cranial nerves and
spinal cord. Cartilages may also be fractured and displaced. This can have a severe affect
on breathing and phonation.

1.4 Muscular System of the Head

Although most of the digestive and respiratory systems are wrapped by smooth muscle,
the portions found in the head are primarily skeletal muscle.
Skeletal muscle, as the name implies, generally brings about contraction or movement of
one part of the skeleton relative to another. The skeletal or voluntary muscles of the head
can be divided into a number of groupings depending upon function (see Table 1.1). A
lateral view of muscles of the scalp, face and neck is shown in Figure 1.3.
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MUSCLE GROUPS MAJOR MUSCLE

Facial Expression Epicranius, Orbicularis Oculi, Levator Palpebrae Superioris,

Orbicularis Oris, Risorius, Buccinator, Mentalis and Platysma.

Many small muscles associated with the Cheeks(zygomatic),

Lips(labial), Ear (auricular) and Nose (nasi).

Mastication Temporalis, Masseter, Medial and Lateral Pterygoids. Secondarily,

the Mylo-, Genio- and Stylohyoid and the Digastics also act

on the mandible or function with the tongue.

Posture Deep Neck Muscles- Erector Spinae, All Capitis, Coli, Cervicis &

Scalene Muscles and some muscle associated with the scapula.

Position- Head Trapezius, Sternocleidomastoid and some of the Deep Neck Muscles.

Position- Eye Extrinsic Eye Muscles- Superior & Inferior Obliques,

Superior, Medial, Lateral and Inferior Rectus Muscles.

Position- Glossal Genio-, Hyo, Plato- and Styloglossus Muscles

and Intrinsic tongue Muscles.
Position- Pharynx Superior, Middle and Inferior Pharyngeal Constrinctors, Palato-,

Stylo- and Salpingopharyngeus muscles.

Position- Palate Levator and Tensor Veli Palatini, Musculus Uvulae

and Palato- Muscles.
Position- Larynx Intrinsic- Cricoarytenoids, Cricothyroids, Thyroarytenoids

and Epiglottics- Omo-, Sterno- and Thyrohyoid and Sternothyroid

and some Pharyngeal Muscles.

Table 1.1: Muscle groups and major muscles of the head.
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Figure 1.3: Lateral view of muscles of the scalp, face and neck.

1.5 Nervous System of the Head

The nervous system is the major control system of our body. From a functional standpoint,
the nervous system consist of long chains of neurons that transmit signals regulating various
body functions. Anatomically, the nervous system can be divided into the central and
peripheral nervous systems (CNS & PNS).

1.5.1 Central Nervous System (CNS)

Looking at the gross anatomy of the CNS, the most superior and anterior portion is the
massive cerebrum. The cerebrum is supported by the brainstem which leads to the spinal
cord. Off the posterior aspect of the brainstem is the little brain or cerebellum (see Figure
1.4). The cerebrum is a highly convoluted mass of nervous tissue protected by the cra
nium. The brain is about 2% of body weight. The cerebrum is incompletely divided into
hemispheres by a deep longitudinal fissure in the midsagittal plane. The hemispheres are
further divided into lobes that are named for the portion of bone under which they lie.
Thus, we have paired frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital lobes. Although many parts
of the cerebrum may be involved in a particular function, the lobes may be attributed with
certain general functions. The frontal lobes deal primarily with motor control and per
sonality traits. The parietal lobes are the ultimate destination for most sensory pathways.
The temporal lobes process auditory signals and play a role in memory. The occipital
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lobes handle the visual senses. Olfaction and emotions are attributed to deeper lobes
of the brain. Higher functions such as intellect and language cannot be localized to one
particular lobe, but are the result of interaction between many parts of the brain.

Figure 1.4: Sagittal section of brain and spinal cord.

Cutting into the brain reveals there are color differences in the tissue. The cerebral
hemispheres have a cortex, or outer layer of gray matter. The internal portion of the
cerebrum have smaller masses of gray matter (called basal or cerebral nuclei) surrounded
by an abundance of white matter.
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1.5.2 Brainstem, Cerebellum

The region of transition between the cerebrum and the spinal cord is the brainstem. All
neuron pathways into or out of the brain will pass through the brainstem. Most (80-90%)
of the motor pathways and the sensory pathways sides in the lower brainstem. The brain
houses the higher functions of intellect, memory, personality, language, but the brainstem
is home to some of the vital reflex that deal with basic life support. The brainstem also
contains the nuclei of most of the cranial nerves.
Many motor signals are modulated at the level of the brainstem in a separate structure
called the cerebellum. The cerebellum is mounted on the posterior aspect of the stem and is
situated just inferior to the occipital lobe of the cerebrum. The cerebellum modulates motor
signals of many muscle groups which allows for smooth, coordinated muscle performance.

1.5.3 Meninges and cerebrospinal Fluid

Figure 1.5: Meninges of the brain.

As noted previously, the entire CNS is well protected by bony structures. Between the
nervous tissue and the bones is a series of connective tissue coverings called the meninges
(see Figure 1.5). There are three layers of meninges around the brain and spinal cord. The
tough outer layer is termed the dura mater. In the cranium it splits into two sheets.
The outer portion is tightly bound to the bone and a separate fibrous layer lays just inside
it. The inner layer is separated from the outer layer at certain points forming cavities
called venous sinuses. These are the major veins of the cranium, full of blood. The next
meningeal layer is called the arachnoid mater. It is a thin membrane with spidery
projections to the third meningeal covering. Within this spidery layer is the subarachnoid
space where cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) circulates. CSF has some nutritive value, but its
primary function is protective or supportive. This watery fluid forms a cushion between
the brain and the bones of the cranium such that the brain floats in the cranium.
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The CSF is produced by small structures in the ventricles (four CSF-filled cavities inside
the brain) called choroid plexuses. The CSF circulates through the ventricles then around
the brain and spinal cord within the subarachnoid space.
The last meningeal layer, the pia mater, is tightly adherent to the brain and spinal cord.
The blood vessels must pass through this layer in order to service the brain.

1.5.4 Injury Terms

Injury to the nervous system may have profound consequences. The brain, like the in
tegument and other organs, may be contused and lacerated by fractured cranial bones.
Fracture of the bones is not, however, necessary for brain injury to occur. As it will pos
sible to see in the next chapter, rapid deceleration will result in the brain striking the
cranium. Shearing and rotational forces can also impart damage comparable to that of
intruding fragments from skull fractures. Diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is the lesion of
numerous neurons probably from sudden flexion or extension of the head. In addition to
these injuries to the brain, there are numerous syndromes that result from spinal cord
involvement in trauma. Injury may result in loss of brain function. A mild concussion
will manifest as a brief loss of consciousness. Longer periods of unconsciousness with more
prolonged impairment of higher functions and involvement of brainstem reflex indicate a
much more severe concussion. A coma is an injury state in which a person is rendered
unconscious and cannot be aroused. Focal areas of nervous tissue may be injured and die
(infarct) as a result of ischemia (loss of blood supply). Disrupted tissue is also referred
to as a lesion. Blood supply may be compromised by hemorrhage or constriction.

1.6 Vasculature of the Head

All of the blood to the head and neck originates from the paired common carotid and sub
clavian arteries. There are three somewhat separate distribution regions in the head. They
include the structures external to the skull, the brain and the meninges. The meninges
are supplied by branches that arise from outside the skull and enter through foramina
in the skull bones. The brain receives a considerable portion of the cardiac output via
two pairs of arteries, the internal carotids and the vertebrals. The internal carotids arise
from the common carotids and the vertebrals from the subclavians. Branches of the inter
nal carotids and vertebrals supply the entire superior portion of the CNS. Some of their
branches anastomose to form a small loop on the base of the brain. Anterior, middle
and posterior cerebral arteries spring form the circle on the left and right to supply the
cerebrum. Cerebellar, spinal and brainstem arteries arise from the vertebral arteries.

1.6.1 Injury Terms

There are some basic terms related to blood vessel damage due to trauma and disease.
An embolism is a blockage of a vessel by a lot or foreign material. An embolism may
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result in ischemia. A contusion is a bruise which is simply damaged tissue and blood
vessels below unbroken skin. An aneurysm is a thinning of the walls of a blood vessels
that often results in a bulging portion of the vessels. Loss of copious blood due to rupture,
trauma or disease is referred to as a hemorrhage. A collection of blood that has been
shed from broken vessels is termed a hematoma. In the skull, hematomas often invade
or create a space between epidural, subdural or subarachnoid hematomas. If the vascular
or circulatory system is damaged such that vital organs begin to shut down, the condition
is termed shock.
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Chapter 2

Biomechanics of head injury

2.1 Introduction

In accidents, the human head is exposed to loads exceeding, several times, the loading
capacities of its natural protection.

Mechanisms causing head injury are still not clearly understood. Traditionally, head
injuries have been related to impacts and accelerations of the head and research has con
centrated upon the effects of these two types of loading. Usually, impact and acceleration
were studied for their ability to cause only few particular head injuries. However, in traffic
accidents impact and acceleration are inseparable and a wide range of head injuries occur.

2.2 Head injuries

Head injuries can be divided into cranial injuries (skull fractures) and intracranial injuries
(injuries to vascular and neurological tissue). The term head injury comprises various kind
of trauma to the skull and its contents. Usually, several different types of head injury
occur simultaneously in a traffic accident. The anatomical location of the lesions and their
severity determine the physiological consequences.

2.2.1 Cranial injuries

Skull fractures can occur with and without brain damage, but is in itself not an important
cause of neurological injury [Gennarelli, 1985; Prasad et ai., 1985]. Skull fracture can be
either open or closed. A closed fracture is a break in the bone, but with no break of
the overlying skin. An open fracture, on the other hand, is a contiguous break in both
the skin and underlying bone and is more serious than a closed fracture, because of the
accompanying risk for infections.

Fractures to the neuro-cranium are divided into basilar skull fractures and vault frac
tures (fractures to the non-base part of the skull). Basilar fractures are considered clinically
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significant, because the dura may be torn adjacent to the fracture site and thus highly in
crease the probability of contamination of the central nervous system.

Vault fractures are divided into linear and depressed fractures. Linear fracture (no bone
displacement) is considered not severe and does not have much significance on the course of
brain injury, although this subject is still controversial [Wismans et al., 1994]. Depressed
fractures (with bone displacement) are likely to be associated with neural injury and/or
intracranial haematoma, especially when the depression is deeper than the thickness of the
skull [Prasad et al., 1985].

2.2.2 Intracranial injures

Various types of brain injury may occur due to impact. Generally two categories are dis
tinguished: diffuse injury and focal injury. Diffuse brain injury accounts for ca. 40% of
head injury patients admitted to hospitals and comprise ca. 1/3 of the deaths. Focal
brain injuries account for approximately 50% of all patients admitted to hospital and are
responsible for 2/3 of head injury deaths.

Diffuse brain injury

Diffuse brain injuries range from mild concussion (without anatomical disruption ofthe
brain) to diffuse white matter shearing injury (with anatomical disruption). In order of
increasing severity, the most important types of diffuse brain injury are discussed below
[Gennarelli, 1981].

1. Mild concussion includes those types of brain injury resulting in confusion, disori
entation and/or minor loss of memory. This type of injury does not involve loss of
consciousness, and is completely reversible.

2. Classical cerebral concussion involves temporary loss of consciousness which lasts less
than 24 hours and is reversible.

3. Diffuse white matter shearing injury (DWSI) or diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is an
extreme form of diffuse brain injury with prolonged loss of consciousness (more than
24 hours) and brainstem disfunction.

Focal brain injury

Focal brain injuries are those in which a lesion has occurred large enough to be visualised
without special equipment (provided an autopsy would be possible), thus always include
anatomical damage. Four types of focal brain injuries are distinguished:

1. Epidural haematoma (EDH), directly resulting from skull deformation, are usually
associated with skull fracture and concern the meningeal vessels directly underneath
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the skull. EDH has a low incidence and is therefore considered of minor clinical
relevance.

2. Subdural haematoma (SDH) of which the acute form (ASDH) is the most severe.
This type of brain injury is of high clinical relevance, especially because of the poor
outcome: most studies report a mortality rate which exceeds 35%. The most im
portant cause of ASDH is tearing of the bridging veins and arteries, crossing the
subdural space.

3. Contusion, the most frequently found trauma following head impact, occurs at the
site of impact (coup contusion) or at remote sites of the impact (contre-coupe con
tusion). Mortality rates reported for this type of injury range from 25% to 60% with
a tendency to increase with increasing age.

4. Intracerebralhaematoma (ICH) include homogeneous collectios of blood within the
brain and are distinguished from contusions by a more pronounced localisation of
the haematoma. Mortality rates reported differ a lot (6% to 72%) and survivable
outcome is considerably affected by the presence or absence of loss of consciousness.

2.3 Head injury mechanisms

2.3.1 Dynamics of impact

Contact impact causes a great variety of mechanical effects to the head either because of
contact phenomena and/or inertial effects. Contact phenomena predominantly cause focal
head injuries. Another possibly important response of the head due to contact impact is the
propagation of stress waves in the skull or the brain, which may cause focal injuries, distant
from the site of impact (contre-coupe). However, this assumption is not yet validated.

Generally, an impact to the head results in accelerations of the head , which leads to
inertial loading of the intracranial structures. Accelerations can be translational (linear)
and rotational (angular) which can result in concussion and diffuse brain injury rather
than focal injury, with one exception of (A)SDH. Especially rotational accelerations is the
most important cause of severe head injury: SDH and shearing injury [Gennarelli, 1981;
Ommaya, 1988].

Figure 2.1 shows the occurrence of the most severe head injury in relationship (qualita
tively) with angular acceleration amplitude and time duration of this acceleration [Wismans
et al., 1994]. The trend is that at short pulse durations, cerebral concussion can be pro
duced (along with cortical contusion). But as acceleration magnitude increase, strain rate
sensitive bridging veins may be torn and subdural haematoma results. At longer pulse
duration, cerebral concussion can be achieved at lower acceleration levels, but it takes
considerably one acceleration to cause subdural bridging vein rupture. The incidence of
cerebral contusion also further decreases with increasing pulse duration (not shown in Fig
ure 2.1). Shearing brain injuries are thought to be caused by high angular acceleration at
longer pulse durations.
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----------Concussion

Shearing injury

~-~ .. _-_._~~~- Diffuse injury

pulse duration

Figure 2.1: Relationship between angular acceleration and head injury [Wismans et al.,
1994].

2.3.2 Cranial injuries

According to Gurdjian et al. [1950] and Thomas et al. [1973], skull bending is the cause
of linear skull fracture. As a result of an impact, the skull bends inwards at the site of
the impact and bends outwards at some distance from the impact site. When the skull is
deformed beyond its loading capacity, it fractures. Since bone is weaker in tension than
in compression, cracks will appear at the skull's outer table in the regions where the skull
bends outwards and on the inner table in regions in which the skull bends inwards (Figure
2.2, the arrows denote the sites under tension resulting from skull bending).

Scalp
Skull
Brain

Figure 2.2: Skull bending caused by impact.

In an extensive survey of the literature on basilar skull fracture by Huelke et al. [1988],
several mechanisms were proposed as the cause of these fractures. Originally, it was thought
that basilar fracture results from cranial vault impacts, causing deformations remote from
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the impact site [Gurdjian et al., 1949, 1953; Walker, 1973]. Thorn & Hurt [1993] found that
axial loading of the neck was significantly associated with basilar fracture for unhelmeted
motorcyclists.

There are indications that basilar skull fractures can also be caused by impacts to
the face and especially the mandible [Hodgson et al., 1970; Thomas et al., 1973; Brit &
Herrick et al., 1980; Harvey & Jones, 1980; Lau et al., 1987]. Hurt et al. [1981] studied
900 motorcycle accidents in Los Angeles and noted that in severe impacts to the mandible,
the transmission of the force through the mandible could produce a basilar skull fracture
with laceration of the base of the brain.

A remarkable finding in research on basilar skull fractures is that of Alem et al. [1984].
They impacted the crowns of heads of unembalmed cadavers and results showed a rigid
impacting surface with sufficient impact energy to cause fractures at the impact site. How
ever, if under the same conditions the impact site was padded, the fractures appeared at
the base of the skull. Increasing the thickness of the padding prevented skull fractures,
but the fractures then occurred in the cervical spine.

2.3.3 Intracranial injuries

Injury caused by skull deformation

Fragments of bone resulting from skull fracture or skull penetration has been shown to
cause damage to underlying meningeal and cortical tissues. The dura is adherent to the
inner aspect of the cranial bones, particularly at the sutures and at the base of the skull,
and contains several blood vessels. Skull deformation or skull fracture can easily cause
rupture of these blood vessels, leading to an extradural haematoma [Adams et al., 1980;
Cooper, 1982; Chapon et al., 1985]. Acute subdural haematomas can be caused by direct
laceration of the bridging veins or the cortical veins and arteries by penetration wounds
resulting from impacts to the head [Gennarelli, 1985]. Large cortical contusions resulting
from skull deformation or skull penetration can lead to subdural haematomas [Gennarelli,
1985].

Several researchers have addressed skull denting as a cause of cortical contusions [Hol
bourn, 1943, 1945; Gurdjian & Gurdjian, 1976; Nusholtz et al., 1984; Gennarelli, 1985].
Unfortunately, publications of experiments to validate the several points of view have not
been found.

Injury caused by relative movement between the skull and the brain

The skull is smooth at the vertex, but highly irregular at the base. Therefore, sliding
of the brain against the internal surface of the skull is facilitated at the vertex, but is
impeded at the skull base. This can lead to high shear strains in the meningeal and cortical
tissues at the skull base. Most cerebral contusions occur at the frontal and temporal lobes
[Courville, 1942; Gurdjian, 1966], regardless of whether the site of impact is frontal or
occipital [Guardjian et al., 1955]. On the other hand, the relative movements between the
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skull and the brain at the vertex lead to high strains in the structures tethering the brain
to the vault of the skull. Rupture of bridging veins due to these high strains are considered
to be the main cause of subdural, subarachnoidal and cortical haematomas in this area
[Holborn, 1943; Lowenhielm, 1974; Abel et al., 1978; Gennarelli, 1985; Adams et al., 1986].

Rotation of the skull relative to the brain presses the highly irregular skull base towards
the brain (Figure 2.3). This leads to a combined compression and shearing of the meningeal
and cortical tissues in this area, which increase the effects of the sliding of the brain over
the skull base [COST 327, 1977, chap 3]. The effects of this relative rotation are most
severe when the head is subjected to a backward non-centroidal rotational acceleration, or
in case of forward non-centroidal deceleration.

The relative movement between the skull and the brain is always towards the site of
impact. Because of this, intracranial tissue is compressed at the site of impact and strained
at the contra lateral site. This leads to positive pressure at the site of impact and negative
pressure at the opposite site (Figure 2.4). This effect was clearly visible in experiments by
Nahum et al. [1977], where pressured cadaver heads were subjected to frontal impact.

Figure 2.3: Rotation of the skull towards the brain [Sellier & Unterharnscheidt, 1963].

Injury from relative movement within the brain

The brain is inhomogeneous, it consists of various parts with different material properties.
Acceleration of the head differentially loads these different parts of the brain and hence
relative movement and, therefore, deformation occurs between the various parts. The brain
contains several membranes (e.g., the falx and tentoriun), that are much stiffer than the
surrounding neurological tissues and these hinder the relative movement. This leads to
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Figure 2.4: Intracranial pressure changes due to relative movement between brain and skull
[Douglass et al., 1968].

considerable deformations in the brain at the contact interfaces between the brain and the
membranes and is thought to be the main cause of contusions [e.g. Gennarelli, 1985].

It should be noted that in models of the human head, the modelling of the skull-brain
interface is critical. If the brain is fixed rigidly to the skull, the maximum deformation in
a rotational acceleration test occurs remote from the skull-brain interface (Figure 2.5a).
If the brain is allowed to slip relative to the skull, the maximum deformation moves more
towards the skull (Figure 2.5b). The human head lies between these extremes [COST 327,
1997].

a. non-slip condition b. free-slip condition

Figure 2.5: Two ideal situations representing the skull-brain interface.
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2.4 Head injury criteria

For over 30 years, research has been undertaken to assess the mechanisms causing head
injury in impact conditions and to establish associated tolerance levels of the human head.
The development of injury criteria has been a mayor goal, in order to be able to evaluate
injury prevention measures.

2.4.1 Wayne State Tolerance Curve

The Wayne State Tolerance Curve is considered to be the foundation of research on human
head injury criteria. This curve evolved from the work of Lissner et ai. [1960]; Gurdjian et
al. [1953, 1961]; Patrick [1963], and gives tolerable average acceleration in A-P direction
(Anterior-Posterior) as a function of the pulse duration. It still is the basis for the most
currently accepted injury criteria. The curve is given in Figure 2.6. Slight cerebral concus
sion without any permanent effects was considered to be within human tolerance. Only
translational accelerations were used in the development of the curve which was obtained
from different experiments with cadavers (I), with linear skull fracture as injury criterion
(known to be highly associated with brain concussion), experiments with animals (II),
where intracranial pressure was measured and compared, and experiments with volunteers
(III), with loss of consciousness as injury criteria. Except for long duration accelerations,
the WST-curve has never been validated for living human beings.
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Figure 2.6: Wayne State Tolerance Curve.
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2.4.2 Severity Index

Gadd [1966] argued that neither the average acceleration nor the peak acceleration ob
served in an impact are sufficient to determine, accurately, the response of the head to
an impact. According to Gadd, the resulting injury potential is highly dependent upon
the acceleration pulse and therefore pulses with the same average acceleration but different
shapes can have very different effects. To account for both the acceleration pulse shape and
its duration, Gadd suggested integrating the acceleration signal over its entire duration.
Gadd further maintained that injury potential was a non-linear function of acceleration
magnitude. Therefore, Gadd suggested that an exponential weighting factor (greater than
1) be applied to the acceleration and that the result be integrated over the duration of the
acceleration. This led to the following injury criterion, called the Severity Index:

(G)SI = IT
a(t)e2.5dt (2.1)

(a(t) in g's)
The weighting factor 2.5 only applies to the head and is primarily based on a straight

line approximation of the WSTC plotted on log-log paper between 2.5 and 50 ms. Gadd
proposed a threshold (tolerance level) for concussion for frontal impact of 1000, which
agreed with the WST-curve, the Eiband tolerance curve [Eiband, 1959] and the accident
simulation data by Swearingen [1965]. Gadd [1971], later suggested a threshold of 1500
for non-contact loads on the head. The (G)SI has received significant scientific criticism,
because it deviates considerably from the WST-curve [e.g. Slattenschek & Tauffkirchen,
1970].

The WST-curve was based on average acceleration, therefore, an approximation of this
curve should also represent the average acceleration of the considered pulse. Versace [1971]
suggested, therefore, the following injury criterion:

(2.2)

2.4.3 Head Injury Criterion, HIC

Based on the Versace's criticism on the (G)SI, NHTSA [1972] suggested that the SI should
be replaced with a slightly modified injury criterion, called Head Injury Criterion (HIC):

HIe = { [I:: a(t)dt] 2.5 (t2 - t1)}
t 2 - t 1

max

(2.3)

with t1 and t2 [s] any two points in time during any interval in the impact and a(t) the
resultant head acceleration in g's (measured at the head center of gravity).

As for the SI, a value of 1000 is specified for the HIC as concussion tolerance level for
concussion in frontal (contact) impact. For practical reasons, the maximum time interval
(t2-tl) which is considered to give appropriate HIC values was set to 36 ms [SAE, 1986].
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injury tolerance
cerebral concussion 50% probability:

for t<20 ms: a=1800 rad/82

for t~20 ms: a=30 rad/82

bridging vein rupture a=4500 rad/8'2 and or
a=70 rOO/s

brain surface shearing 2000<a<3000 rad/8'2
a<30 rad/s: safe: a<4500 rad/82

AlB 5: a>4500 rad/82

a>30 rad/s: AlB 2: a=1700 rad/82

brain (general) AlB 3: a=3000 rad/82

AlB 4: a=3900 rad/82

AlB 5: a=4500 rad/82

Table 2.1: Human brain tolerance to angular acceleration (and angular velocity) concerning
sagittal head motion [Prasad et al., 1985].

This time interval greatly affects HIC calculation and recently, this time interval has been
proposed to be further reduced to 15 ms in order to restrict the use of the HIC to hard
contact impacts [Hodgson & Thomas, 1972].

Most important drawbacks of the HIC are that the WBTC lacks a functional relation
ship between human head injury and human surrogate head acceleration-time response
and that HIC only takes into account the linear aspect of head motion, thus no angular
accelerations are taken into account. Despite its drawbacks, HIC is the most commonly
used criterion for head injury in automotive research.

2.4.4 Generalised Acceleration Model for Brain Injury Thresh
old, GAMBIT

The previously discuss injury criteria concern linear head impact response. In the previous
section, the importance of rotational acceleration of the head was noted, especially with
respect to ABDH and diffuse brain injury. A summary of various tolerances of the human
brain to angular acceleration (and angular velocity) is given in Table 2.1.

An attempt to combine translational and rotational head acceleration response was
also made by Newman [1986]. Considering these accelerations as the cause for stresses
generated in the brain and resulting in brain injury, a Generalized Acceleration Model for
Brain Injury Threshold (GAMBIT) is proposed. The general GAMBIT equation is:

with

G(t) = [(a~~))n+ ( "l~))m] 1/"
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a(t) and a(t) the instantaneous values of translational and rotational acceleration
respectively;
n, m and 8 empirical constants selected to fit available data;
ae and die the critical values of the accelerations (tolerance).

On the assumption that the tolerance derived from experiments with only translational
or only rotational head motion are also valid for combined head response, and on the as
sumption that translational and rotational acceleration equally contribute to head injury,
Newman simplified this equation to become:

(2.5)

with
am[g] and a~[rad/82

] the mean values of linear and angular acceleration respectively;
250 g being the maximum allowable linear acceleration (g=9.81m/82

);

10.000 rad/82 being the maximum allowable angular acceleration;
The GAMBIT, however, thus far lacks extensive validation.

2.5 Conelusion

Defining the causes of head injury is not an easy task, because several different types of
head injury can originate from the same accident. Certain head injuries will have more
severe consequences than others, e.g. extensive axonal damage and subdural haematoma
and will, therefore, determine the overall outcome.

Injuries from an impact can occur at, or remote from, the site of contact. The effects
of the impact at the site of contact are fairly well understood and are known to cause
deformation, fracture and penetration of the skull (mainly the vault), whereas the effects
remote from an impact are still not clearly understood.

The response of the brain to loading of the skull may be frequency dependent and this
may explain the differences in injuries found after long duration (low frequency) and short
duration (high frequency) impacts. However, the response of the brain to a load on the
skull remains largely unknown.

Rotational and translational acceleration almost always occur together in an accident
and both cause injury. As the effect of rotational acceleration is concerned, duration
is thought to be critical to the outcome and research should be directed to finding the
threshold of injury from rotational motion.

Various injury criteria for the head have been proposed in the past. The most commonly
acknowledged and widely applied head injury criterion is the HIC, which is based on the
assumption that the linear acceleration of the head is a valid indicator of head injury
thresholds. This criterion has enable vehicle safety to be improved. Nevertheless, it has
shortcomings and does not take into account rotational acceleration, head kinematics nor
direction of impact.
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Chapter 3

Physical model

3.1 Introduction

Figure 3.1: Left: improved headform with the skull and the brain. Right: rigid headform.

The currently used headforms in the drop tests are solely supplied with (threedimen
sional) accelerometers, measuring the translational acceleration of the head's center of
gravity during impact. Moreover, the head is considered a rigid body (no anatomical de
tails are modelled) and no information in terms of stresses, strains or relative skull/brain
displacement is obtained. A more biofidelic physical model was developed at High School
Fontys of Eindhoven[report number D&C 2000.20]. The total mass of the head model is
chosen to be 5.6±0.15 kg according to the ECE-22/R04 regulations [United Nations, 1994].
The outer geometry and size of the head model is also chosen according to the ECE reg
ulations and it is based on the headform used in the European test standard. This result
in a head circumference of 600 mm. Respect to the previous headforms used in crash test
simulations, this head form contains a deformable skull and a brain. This elements should
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Human skull Composites POM
Material properties
Density p [kgjm:5] 1410 1300-2300 1410

Mechanical properties
Young's modulus E [GPa] 6.5 6-50 3

Poisson's ratio v [-] 0.2 variable 0.3

Table 3.1: Properties of human skull and skull model materials [Claessens, 1997; Meulman,
1996; Mc Elhaney et al., 1970.]

allow a better understanding of the accelerations and the relative movements between skull
and brain during the impacts.

3.2 Components

Skull

The cranial skull should be modelled correctly, since deformations to the cranial skull can
influence the mechanics and dynamics of the helmet [Gilchrist, A. and Mills, N.J. (1993)].
A skull model material should approximate the human skull mechanical behaviour, in
terms of Young's modulus and tensile strength. Fiber-reinforced composite materials seem
to meet these requirements. These materials are famous for their strength in combination
with low weight, just like bone material. The stiffness of the material can be adjusted by
varying the fiber volume fraction. More fibers result in a stiffer material.
Because relevant skull impact predominantly takes place in the upper half of the human
head, this particular part ofthe skull (the neurocranium) was modelled apart from the rest
of the skull. The upper part of the physical head was removed and replaced by a fiber
reinforced composite part, filled with a brain model material. Figure 3.2 shows a section
of the fiber reinforced composite part.

Lower Head

The rest of the skull, the lower part of the head, is modelled with another material, POM
(PolyOxyMethylene).
Its properties are displayed in Table 3.1 together with some averaged data taken from
literature of human skull properties and skull model material properties. POM offers the
advantages of desirable material properties and good machining properties.
The outer geometry and material used of this part are exactly the same as in the rigid
headforms and thus in confirmation with the ECE regulations.
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Figure 3.2: Section of the fiber reinforced composite part (skull).

Brain

It is very difficult, if not impossible, to model the brain anatomically correct with respect
to its geometry as well as with respect to its boundary conditions. With respect to its
geometry,> the model is chosen to be hemispherical. This means it is flat on the side of the
skull base.
The constitutive properties of the human brain in terms of Young's modulus E, Poisson's
ratio 1/, and density p are presented in Table 3.2. A silicon gel system (Dow Corning, Syl
gard 527 A&B dielectric silicone gel) offered promising results in mimicking the dynamical
behaviour of brain tissue, therefore is applied in the improved head form. This material
models the dynamic properties of brain tissue in a sufficient manner [Brands, D.W.A.,
Bovendeerd, P.H.M., Peters, G.W.M., Paas, M.H.J.W., van Bree, J.L.M.J. and Wismans,
J.S.H.M. (1999)]. It resembles brain tissue at low frequencies, but becomes stiffer and
more viscous at higher frequencies. Thus only a qualitative impression of the behaviour of
the brain deformations during impact will result when this material is used. Despite this
disadvantage, this material model still is one of the best and most widely applied brain
model materials [Viano, D., AIdman, B., Pape, K., van Hoof, J. and H. von Holst (1997);
Ivarsson, D.C. and Viano, D.C. and Lovsund, P.L. (2000)]. Furthermore, the gel is very
adhesive. This means that the boundary conditions between the brain and the skull are
well defined (no-slip condition). The advantage is that can easily be modelled numerically.
A disadvantage is that the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) can not be modelled without using a
lubricant.
More information on the model's material and mechanical properties are shown in Table
3.2.
To determine the strain and strain rate within the brain during helmeted head impact,
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Human brain Silicon gel system
Material properties
Density p [kgjm3

] 1040 998
Mechanical properties

Young's modulus E [MPa] 1 rv1
Poisson's ratio v [-] 0.48-0.5 0.4996

Table 3.2: Properties of human brain and brain model materials [Claessens, 1997; Brands
et al., 1999.]

markers are placed within the brain (Figure 3.3). The markers are tracked using high

Figure 3.3: Markers placed within the brain material model.

speed bi-plane X-ray equipment. All the details regarding the markers and the equipment
will be discussed afterwards.

Accelerometer

The head is equipped with a triaxial accelerometer (Entran Devices, model EGCS3-A) and
three uniaxial angular rate sensors (ATA Sensors, model ARS-Ol). The axes of the three
angular rate sensors coincide with the three axes of the triaxial accelerometer. Both the
accelerometer than the angular rate sensors are placed within the lower part of the head
in correspondence of its center of gravity. Both the accelerometer than the sensor rate are
supported by an aluminium base.
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3.3 Recommendation

The development of the physical and numerical model should be coupled. In this case
the main limitations derive from the physical model brain model, as it is very difficult
to physically model detailed and thus complex structures. Nevertheless, the falx and
tentorium cerebelli, the two most important meninges in the head, inhibit the movements
of the brain inside the head and thus influence the dynamics of the human head as a whole.
However, the falx and tentorium cerebelli are left out of the model, because there were no
quantitative data on the mechanical properties of these components found in literature.
Future physical model should take into account for the details of the meninges, cerebellum,
the midbrain, and the brain stem.
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Chapter 4

Numerical model

4.1 Introduction

The development of mathematical models is vital to a better understanding of the various
head injuries and head injury mechanisms. Finite element models have become the most
widely used mathematical models. The main limitation of finite element head model is lack
of data for the characteristic of the material of the human head, particularly the brain.
In this chapter the equivalent numerical model of the physical model is presented. This
model contains exactly the same components of the physical model with respect to its
geometry and mass. The numerical model has already been used as a quick and reliable
method for determining the inertial properties of the physical head model. The importance
of the numerical model is fundamental since stress and strain distributions can not be mea
sured directly in the physical model. The deformable skull and the brain are particularly
relevant: the deformable skull, as it will contribute to a more realistic behaviour of the
head model as a whole, the brain, as brain injuries account for a substantial part of head
Injury.

4.2 Numerical model

The used software package for Finite Element Modelling is MADYMO 3D version 5.4.
Postprocessing was done by the Altair HyperMesh version 3.1 software package. Here, all
the components with the related material model are presented as they were before the
validation. The model consist of 20976 elements and 22998 nodes. The numerical model
is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Skull

Lower head

Brain

Sensor unit

Figure 4.1: Numerical model of the physical head model.

4.3 Components

Deformable outer skull

As well as in the physical model, the upper half of the human head is considered apart from
the rest of the skull. Modelling a fiber reinforced material with respect to its mechanical
properties as well as with respect to its anisotropy and its inhomogeneity, is not a easy task.
As a first approach, the material model used for modelling the outer skull was isotropic,
linear-elastic (ISOLIN). For linear-elastic, isotropic material model only two constants,
the Young's modulus and the density, have to be specified. The Poisson's ratio is another
important material characteristic that may be included. In this case also the shear modulus
G = E /2(1 + v) can be reckoned. According with values experimentally measured, the
Young's modulus inserted in the material model is 5.3 GPa, the density 1300 kg/m3

, while
a value of 0.3 is established for the Poisson's ratio. The deformable outer skull consists of
628 SOLIDI! elements.

IThe SOLIDI element is a brick element with tensile, compression and shear stiffness. It connects eight
nodes, each with three translational degrees of freedom. The stress and strain components are defined
with respect to the inertial coordinate system. Due to the reduced integration used, the SOLIDI element
has the drawback of hourglass modes. Another element type available in Madymo is the SOLID8. The
SOLID8 element is the same as the SOLIDI element, but only complete integration is used. Due to this
full integration, the SOLID8 element uses more CPU time compared to SOLIDI, but has the benefit of
the absence of hourglass modes.
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Brain

The main difficult in modelling is in defining the equation for the brain material. Various
brain model materials have been investigated at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven by
Brands et al. In this case, due by the high visco-elastic characteristics of the human brain,
the most appropriate material model available in MADYMO is LINVIS. This is a linear
visco-elastic material model composed of a combination of two (or more) linear springs with
spring constants Go and Goo and a dashpot with coefficient f3 [Madymo Theory Manual,
1999]. A scheme of the model is shown in Figure 4.2. For the visco-elastic material model
of the silicon gel used in the physical model, a 4-mode Maxwell model was fitted on the
data presented by Brands et al. (1999). The additional material parameters for the silicon
gel are given in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.2: Linear visco-elastic model

The visco-elastic stress-strain relation used in MADYMO is:

() it )dc(T) 3Koc,voo ()
Q. t = 2 G(t - T -=--ddT + 1 tr £. 1

r=to T + Voo
(4.1)

Where Q. is the stress tensor, £. is the strain tensor, G(t) is the deviatoric memory function
and Voo is the Poisson's ratio at t = 00. K oo is the bulk modulus at t = 00 which is defined
as:

(4.2)
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z GdkPa] (3i [s]
1 27.5990 9.7434E-5
2 1.7172 2.1563E-3
3 0.37879 2.4705E-2
4 0.12232 3.0977E-l

00 0.21641 -

Table 4.1: Additional material parameters for the silicon gel

The deviatoric memory function is defined as:

(4.3)

where Goo is the shear modulus at t = 00, Go the shear modulus at t = 0 and (3 is the
decay time constant for deviatoric stress relaxation.
According with the values proposed by Brands, K the bulk modulus is 1.0961 MPa and
the density has a value of 970 kgjm3

.

This component consists of 7040 SOLIDI elements. Numerically, the elements of the brain
are divided in brain left-half and brain right-half, although there is not a real division
between the two hemispheres. This partition should make easier the possible future im
plementation of the Falx Cerebri, the meninx that divides the brain in its sagittal plane.

Lower part of the head

Since the lower part of the head is usually less involved during the impacts that cause severe
brain injuries, for this part the requirements are less strict. The paM, the polymer used
for modelling this part of the skull, is a quite homogeneous and isotropic material and offers
good material properties. Therefore, for this component a linear-elastic isotropic material
model is used. The Young's modulus, the Poisson's ratio and the density introduced in the
model are respectively: 3 GPa, 0.3, 1410 kgjm3 . The lower head consists of 8220 SOLIDI
elements.

Sensor unit

The headforms used in the current crash tests are supplied with a three-dimensional ac
celerometer, placed in correspondence to the head's center of gravity, measuring the trans
lational acceleration and the angular velocity of the COG. In the numerical model this
component is modelled with 3632 SOLIDI elements and with a linear-elastic isotropic ma
terial model. The Young's modulus is 7 GPa, the Poisson's ratio is not specified and the
density is 1890 kgjm3 .
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Component No.and element type Material model E [GPa] v Density [kg/mS]
Outer skull 628 SOLIDI ISOLIN 5.3 0.3 1300

Brain 7040 SOLIDI LINVIS K=1.096E-3 - 970
Lower head 8220 SOLIDI ISOLIN 3.0 0.3 1410
Sensor unit 3632 SOLIDI ISOLIN 1.0 - 1890
Sensor base 1456 SOLIDI ISOLIN 70.0 0.3 2710

Table 4.2: Overview of the numerical model

Sensor holder

An aluminium base supports the accelerometer. The aluminium stress-strain curve can be
considered linear for small strain values. Furthermore, within this range, this material is
elastic. Therefore, the ISOLIN is a valid material model for schematizing this component
ofthe physical model. 1456 elements are used for the sensor holder with a Young's modulus
of 70 GPa, a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and a density of 2710 kg/m3 .

In table 4.2 an overview of the number of elements and of the material model is given for
the numerical model.

4.4 In conclusion

The finite element modelling is the only method that can predict intracerebral parameters
such as pressure, principal strains and stress, as well as relative displacement of the prin
cipal head components. However, an overview [Bosch, 1998] of the FE head model used
in the past demonstrated that the quality of a numerical model is very much dependent
on the material models and material parameters used. Thus, it is vital that the correct
material parameters are used.
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Chapter 5

Hammer tests

5.1 Introduction

The numerical model of the headform represents a powerful means of investigating a wide
range of physical and engineering parameters such as velocity, acceleration, pressure, stress
and strain. However the numerical model has to be validated first.

Several experiments were performed on the physical model. For each of them, the
related numerical simulation was run using the software package Madymo3D, version 5.4.3
in order to compare the results. The first experiment, performed in the physical model,
was the Hammer Test: the headform was supplied with an impulse by hitting it with a
hammer equipped with a force transducer (see Figure 5.1)

Figure 5.1: Hammer equipped with a force transducer.

The accelerations on the skull due to the impulse were measured by using an accelero
meter positioned at different parts on the headform. To gain a more in-depth comparison,
9 different experiments were conducted. The following figures 5.3 a-i show the different
experiment typologies.

Consequently, numerical simulations were carried out. Exactly the same impulse recorded
by the transducer, was implemented in the input file. In the simulations the force was ap-
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plied in one of the element nodes of the cranial skull approximately corresponding to the
zone hit by the hammer. In the output file acceleration time history was requested for the
nodes taking the equivalent position of the accelerometer in the physical model.

F

a b c

d

Accelerometer

e

Accelerometer

f

Accelerometer

g h

Figure 5.2: Different experiment typologies: a) accelerometer at the front side and impact
at the left side; b) accelerometer at the front side and impact on top; c) accelerometer at
the front side and impact at the rear side; d) accelerometer at rear side and impact at the
front side; e) accelerometer at the rear side and impact on top; f) accelerometer at the rear
side and impact at the left side; g) accelerometer on top and impact at the front side; h)
accelerometer on top and impact at the rear side; i) accelerometer on top and impact at
the left side.
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5.2 Frequency response

As stated in Chapter 3, the response of the brain to loading of the skull may be frequency
dependent. In order to research into the frequency response of the headform, the first
experiments were performed by simultaneously sampling the input and output signals.
Via a Fast Fourier Transformation, the transfer function was computed using the software
package Difa [Difa Measuring System, 1994-1995].

Simulation output files are postprocessed by the software package Altair Hyper Graph
version 3.1. Since Madymo can only provide a time domain response, the output signals
were then exported to Matlab and converted to their frequency domain by using the "Fast
Fourier Transformation". This way, all the frequency components of the original signal can
be determined.

The first simulations were performed for a time of 10 ms and the output signal was
sampled with a output timestep of 0.1 ms (10 kHz). Both the simulation time and output
timestep have a big influence in terms of CPU-time consuming and length of the output
file.

The experimental and numerical results related with experiment g are shown in Figure
5.4. Figure 5.3 shows the impulse supplied to the head form.
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Figure 5.3: Impulse supplied to the headform.

The experimental results underline an antiresonance at a frequency of about 440 Hz,
where in literature[Hodgson et al., 1972; Hodgson et al., 1967] an antiresonance frequency
of about 360 Hz was measured.

The outcoming numerical simulation signal contains frequency components which are
much higher than the experimental ones. Before converting this signal in frequency domain,
it was filtered with a 1 kHz low-pass filter [SAE J 211-1] as suggested by the standard
[United Nations, 1994]. However, the frequency response still contains frequencies higher
than 1kHz because a first order filter (only one pole) was used.
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Figure 5.4: Left: Transfer function (experiment). Right: Frequency content of the output
(simulation).

The difference between numerical and experimental results may be explained as follows
(schematically represented in Figure 5.5).

Physical

Model

Numerical model approximations:

Element dimension, Geometry, Material model.

•
Numerical

Model

Postprocessing errors :

Sampling rate.

Time domain. Frequency domain.

Output Matlab

DFT approximation:
Simulation Time.

Figure 5.5: Possible causes of error from physical to numerical results.
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The first cause is the set of approximations introduced in the numerical model. These
approximations describe a continuous body as a set of interconnected finite elements and
use theoretic material model. These approximations are strongly related with element size,
mesh quality, material model used, etc.

Another type of error may occur during postprocessing of the signals (especially the
acceleration) in the output files. This artifact is influenced by the sampling rate chosen in
the numerical simulations and will be elaborated in the next session.

5.2.1 Aliasing Effects on Nodal Acceleration Output

As stated before, the difference between experimental and numerical results may be due
to the postprocessing of corrupt effects such as the aliasing effect. The aliasing effect
generally occurs when signals such as acceleration time histories are generated by explicit
time integration finite element simulations of crash events [Mark o.Neal, Chin-Hsu, and
J.T.Wang, 2000].

It is necessary to use very high sampling rates for these output signals in order to avoid
aliasing their high frequency components. This is unfortunate because the high frequency
components are mainly an artifact of the numerical simulation and have little physical
significance.

There are several techniques commonly used by analysts for minimising the corrupting
influence of aliasing on acceleration time history output in crash simulations. One of this
consist of using a High Sampling Rates. Due to numerical stability requirements the size
of the time step in an explicit time integration finite element simulation is limited by :

1
b..t< --

- rrfmax
(5.1)

where b..t is the time step and fmax is the maximum natural frequency of any element
in the finite element mesh. The output acceleration signals will have very little frequency
content above this maximum natural frequency, fmax.

Sampling theory defines the Nyquist frequency, fNyquist, as the maximum frequency
that can be sampled without aliasing when using a given sampling interval, b...

1
fNyquist = 2b.. (5.2)

The time step is automatically defined by Madymo on the basis of mesh dimension,
material parameters and type of load.

In the Hammer simulation tests, b..t has a value of approximately 10-7 s, which results
in a maximum frequency of about 3.2 MHz. Substituting this frequency into equation 5.2
results in a sampling interval of approximately 0.15 microseconds to avoid aliasing. There
fore, very high sampling rates (1000 kHz) are required to avoid any possibility of aliasing
of the acceleration output in Madymo. However this will result in very large output files.
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Figure 5.6: Frequency content of the output whit a 1000 kHz sampling-rate.

Figure 5.6 shows exactly the same node acceleration as the one in Figure 5.4 (right)
when a sampling rate of 1000 kHz is used.

The signal was then filtered with 1 kHz low-pass filter. The frequency response still con
tains components higher than 1kHz while frequencies below 1kHz are almost not present.
This disagrees with experimental result (Figure 5.4 left). However a comparison between
this signal resampled to 10 kHz and the previous one (directly sampled by Madymo with a
10 kHz-sampling rate) shows some differences due to aliasing (see Figure 5.7). This proves
that a 10 kHz-sampling rate is not enough for avoiding aliasing and a 1000 kHz sampling
rate must be used in the simulations.

5.2.2 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)

Another source of approximation can be introduced during transformation from the time
to the frequency domain.

For the Fourier-transformation from the time to the frequency domain, the so-called
Discrete Fourier Transformation DFT is used by Matlab. The DFT equation repre
sents an approximation of the Fourierintegral:

N-l
XU) ~ L x[k~T]e-27rjf(kb.T)~T

k=O
(5.3)

The original signal is a continuous signal x(t) defined in the interval 0 ~ t ~ T. However
the signal is digitized using equidistant time intervals (with fixed time-steps ~T). Therefore
the expression (6.3) can only be evaluated for the discrete frequencies In = nlo = niT,
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Figure 5.7: Effect of low sampling rates for Madymo nodal acceleration output.

n = 0,1,2, ... 00:

(5.4)n = 0, 1,2, ... 00
I::1T N-l

X[Jn] = - 2:: x[kI::1T]e-27rjkn/N
T k=O

So the DFT is periodic with frequency period fN = NIT and therefore it only makes
sense to evaluate this DFT for the discrete frequencies: f = nl::1f; n = 0,1,2, ...N - 1,
I::1f = fa = liT.

This expression shows that a longer simulation time (T) is necessary in order to reduce
the spectral distance I::1f and obtain a thicker DFT.

For this reason, the simulation time was increase up to 60 ms. The 1000kHz sampling
rate and the longer simulation time result in a large output file. Nevertheless, as shown in
Figure 5.8, the frequency response of the output still differs from the experimental result
and contains high frequencies. Probably the simulation time (T) is still not long enough
to achieve appreciable improvement of the signals. However the large output file size (201
Mb) and the long CPU-computation time (about 100 hours of simulation) don't induce to
increase the simulation time anymore.

Probably the high frequency components actually belong to the output signals and
cannot be attributed to postprocessing artifacts. Therefore, the divergence between exper
imental and numerical results is be caused by numerical approximations due to the finite
element mesh quality and material models used.
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Figure 5.8: Frequency content of the output with 1000kHz sampling rate and 60 ms of
simulation time.

5.3 Time domain.

In order to gain a clearer view of numerical aspects, such as material model used and
mesh quality, the experimental and numerical results were analysed and compared in time
domain.

5.3.1 Linear elastic, isotropic material model

Figure 5.9 shows the unfiltered time response of the accelerometer positioned on top of the
physical headform supplied with a frontal impulse (experiment g in Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.9: Hammer test experimental result in time domain.
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Figure 5.10 shows the corresponding simulation result respectively unfiltered and fil
tered with a 1 kHz low-pass filter. In this case the cranial skull was modelled as a isotropic
linear-elastic material.
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Figure 5.10: Left: simulation result unfiltered. Right: simulation result filtered with a 1
kHz low-pass filter.

As the plots clearly show, numerical results are significantly altered, also in terms of
magnitude, by filtering. This makes particularly difficult to decide which cut-frequency
is more appropriate for comparing numerical and experimental results. A 1kHz low-pass
filter (CFC 1000) was used as suggested by the SAE standard.

Furthermore, while the experimental accelerations are almost totally damped out after
6 ms, the numerical accelerations don't exhibit any damping behaviour. Both vibration
(high frequency content) and the absence of damping may be due to the particular material
model used.

The isotropic linear-elastic material model implemented in Madymo, in fact, does not
take into account any energy dissipation and thus it cannot properly model materials such
as human tissues that exhibit a strong viscous behaviour.

5.3.2 Material damping

To implement damping in the model, Madymo offers two options:

• LINVIS material model.

• ISOLIN material model with damping.

ISOLIN with damping

Besides a linear visco-elastic material model (LINVIS) a similar model can be used in
Madymo [Madymo Theory Manual, 1999] in which the damping is represented by a linear
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dependence on strain rate (equation 5.5). The material parameters to be specified in this
model are the same of isotropic linear-elastic (ISOLIN) with the exception that a damping
factor must be include now.

y s

(5.5)

Figure 5.11: Damping material model.

with S the stiffness matrix and '"Y a rate sensitivity parameter, which is chosen as:

(5.6)

with E, d, ~te denoting the Young's modulus, a damping constant and the element
time step according to the undamped stability criterion, respectively. The parameter It
can have two discrete values:

It = a -----+ '"Y = Ed~te

Damping depends on the element time step and consequently on element size;

It = 1 -----+ '"Y = Ed
Damping is identical for all elements irrespective of size.

It is important to underline that material damping also influences the time step crite
rion. As a result of damping stability is obtained for:

(5.7)

When It is chosen to be 1, the damping constant d = '"Y/ E should physically represent
the time decay constant of the material.

To have a first estimate of the time decay constant of the cranial skull, some other tests
were performed on the physical model. In this case the cranial skull was separated from
the head form and the Hammer test was conducted only in this part of the model. The
damping constant was then extrapolated from the trend of the accelerations as described
below.

Figure 5.12 shows the acceleration curve due to an impulse on the cranial skull.
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Figure 5.12: Accelerations on the cranial skull separated from the head form.

A comparison with Figure 5.9 shows that the damping constant of the separated cranial
skull is higher than when it is connected to the rest of the head form. This is due to the
influence of the brain material, particularly damping, on the skull.

The absolute value of the acceleration curve was then wrapped up and plotted on a
semi-logarithmic scale. An exponential function seems to fit quite good the wrapper curve
since the plot is almost a straight line (see Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.13: Wrapper curve of the acceleration in a semi-logarithmic scale.
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The slope of this line (-lid) is about -187 corresponding to a damping factor (time
decay constant) of about 5.35 ms.

Consequently this damping parameter was introduced in the input file. Figure 5.14
shows the numerical accelerations on top of the head form further to an impulse at the
front side when the skull is modelled using a !SOLIN material model with damping.
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Figure 5.14: Acceleration of the skull with a ISOLIN material model with d = 5.35 ms.

The plot exhibits a damping behaviour which is much higher than expected: the mag
nitude was reduced too much by the damping and the signal totally damped out within 2
ms.

Probably Madymo does not exactly interpret the damping factor as the time decay
constant of the signal and it should be reduced to obtain a more moderate damping be
haviour.

Since every simulation took a time of about 20 hours, the effective part carried on
by the damping factor in the damping material model was investigated in a one-element
simulation of 1 ms. That allows to reduce the CPU computation-time to a few minutes,
which makes it possible to try several different damping factors.

The element had the same material characteristics in terms of Young's modulus, Pois
son's ratio and density as the cranial skull elements. In these simulations initial displace
ments were supplied to the 8 element nodes and then they were released (see Figure 5.15).
The accelerations were measured for each of these nodes.

Numerical results show a damping behaviour close to the experimental results when a
damping factor of about 0.16 ms is used (Figure 5.16): after 1 ms the amplitude is reduced
to about 18% resulting in a time decay constant of about 5 ms.
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Figure 5.15: Test performed in one element with different damping parameters.
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Figure 5.16: One element test with a damping factor of 0.16 ms.

Unfortunately, for reasons of stability, the time step chosen by Madymo exponentially
decreases when such a damping factor is inserted in the input file. This results in a
huge computation time (about 1000 hours for only 2 ms of simulation) that makes the
numerical model of no use. Therefore another type of material model that takes into
account dissipation of energy is considered.
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Linear visco-elastic material model (LINVIS).

The linear visco-elastic material model (LINVIS) has been already presented in Chapter
4. This material model is similar to damping material but in this case the spring stiffness
is not represented by the Young's modulus E, but by the shear modulus G1 and Goo.
FUrthermore the parameter fJ now represents the decay time constant for deviatoric stress
relaxation (Chapter 4).

Introducing the Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio 1/ of the material in the equation
for G result:

G= E
2(1 + 1/)

5.3
2(1 + 0.3) = 2.0385 GPa (5.8)

Since Madymo interprets G as the sum of G1 and Goo [Madymo Theory Manual, 1999],
this value was divided between G1=1 GPa and Goo =1.0385 GPa. The bulk modulus was
calculated using the relationship:

K- E
3(1 - 21/)

5.3
3(1 _ 0.6) = 4.4 GPa (5.9)

In this case the time decay constant used in the model was the same as measured for the
ISOLIN material model with damping (5.35 ms). This value does not represent the decay
time constant for deviatoric stress relaxation, because it is the damping behaviour of the
accelerations due to an impulse. However it may be a starting point for a first estimation
of the model.

The related output signal is shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Left: simulation response of acceleration with the cranial skull modelled as
linear visco-elastic material. Right: comparison between LINVIS and ISOLIN material
model.
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A comparison with the ISOLIN output signal underlines a very little difference (see
Figure 5.17) between the plots and demonstrate that the damper does not act properly. In
this case the relaxation time constant introduced in the model is too large compared with
high frequency oscillations of the springs and the damper is said to be "locked" .

On the other hand, setting up an experiment for measuring the actual value of f3 in the
physical model would be very time consuming and it would lie outside the time limit of
this project.

5.3.3 Hysteresis material model.

In MADYMO a hysteresis model is also available. The hysteresis model is a general non
linear material characterisation in which the user must specify a stress-strain relationship
by specifying a loading curve, an unloading curve and a hysteresis slope as shown in
Figure 5.18. In combination with brick elements the material model is suited for the
characterisation of non linear materials that exhibit hysteresis [Madymo Theory Manual,
1999].

Samples were cut from the cranial skull of the physical model in order to obtain their
stress-strain relationship.

Initially the cranial skull was cut with a band sawing machine in large pieces. The
sample size was then reduced using a grinder in order to decrease its apparent curvature.

Sample of the skull obtained as described above do not obviously present parallel sur
faces, but this drawback can be partially overcome by cutting a smaller sample.

Finally sample surfaces are smoothed using a sandpaper rotating disc. During this
process, particular attention was paid to avoid changing significantly the material thickness
in the direction orthogonal to the fibers that form the reinforced polymer skull (see Figure
5.19).

This manual process did not allow to obtain several samples with the same dimensions
and perfectly regular surfaces. Nevertheless a planarity estimation of the samples was
made by using a micrometer and taking several measurements of their thickness.

Uniaxial compression tests were performed on a "MTS 810 Elastomer Test System"
equipped with a "25 kN MTS Model 19F-04" force cell. The compression test was con
ducted in both fiber direction and in the direction orthogonal to them. The maximum
engineering strains were kept within the range of few percentage in order to avoid any pos
sibility of sample fracture. Force-controlled tests were performed and the displacements
were measured with the extensometer "MTS 634.25F-25". Because of the high stiffness of
the samples, the utilisation of the exstensometer results in a more accurate measuring.

All the samples were compressed with a compression velocity of 1 mm/min. Among
all the tests were chosen that ones showing a more regular stress-strain relationship. The
following figures show the result of a compression test performed in a sample with an
average thickness of 6.80 mm, an average length of 16.06 mm and an average width of
12.92 mm.
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Figure 5.18: Madymo Hysteresis Model.

As shown in Figure 5.20, the material is stiffer in the direction of the fibers as expected.
The mechanical material behaviour is strongly not linear and it exhibits a quite large
hysteresis area between the loading and unloading curves. A linear extrapolation of the
Young's modulus in the last part of the loading curve (between 1.6% and 1.3% of strain)
in the direction of the fibers reveals a value of about 3.2 CPa. This value is substantially
smaller than that one introduced in the previous models, but is still in the range of the
Young's modulus cranial skull values present in literature [Mc Elhaney].

Although an orthotropic material model (ORTHOLIN) is available in Madymo, only
linear-elastic materials can be modelled with this model. Thus, this model offers the
possibility of specifying different Young's modulus in two orthogonal directions, but it has
the same drawbacks of isotropic linear-elastic model. The loading and unloading curve can
be introduced in the input file only when Hysteresis model is utilised, but this does not
allow to specify stress-strain relationship in different directions.

For this reason one of the two curves must to be chosen and introduced in the input
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Figure 5.19: Sample made out from the cranial skull of the physical model.
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Figure 5.20: Stress-strain relationship of the fiber reinforced polymer.

file.
Despite this drawback, this material model should represent a significant improvement

in the numerical modelling of the physical head form, since it considers the actual stress
strain relationship. Thus it substantially reduces the gap between physical and numerical
representation of the cranial skull.

The stress-strain curve corresponding to the direction of the fibers was chosen because it
exhibited a stiffness closer to the value present in literature and because the fibers heavily
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act during impacts. Furthermore it was assumed that the material had a symmetrical
behaviour during tension and compression. Figure 5.21 shows the curve introduced in the
input file.
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Figure 5.21: Stress-strain curve introduced in Madymo.

This material model does not substantially influence the time step chosen by Madymo
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Figure 5.22: Acceleration on top of the head due to a frontal impulse. Left: simulation
result with a cranial skull modelled with hysteresis material model. Right: experimental
result.

and the CPU computation-time is almost the same than when a ISOLIN material model
is used.

In Figure 5.22 the acceleration on top of the head due to a frontal impulse is plotted.
As usual the signal was filtered with a 1 kHz low-pass filter. Also the experimental result
is plotted again for a easier comparison of the signals.
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The accelerations of the head seem to damp when the hysteresis material model is
used. However the damping behaviour of this signal is still different than the one from
the experimental results and does not exhibit a regular trend. Nevertheless the maximum
values of the two signals coincide very well. This represents in any case an important result
since mostly the current injury criteria are based on establishing a maximum acceleration
value tolerated by the head during impacts (see Chapter 2).

5.4 Conclusion and recommendations.

All the frequency responses of the numerical simulation outputs contain frequencies com
ponents higher than the related experimental ones with several peaks above 1 kHz. Yet,
the frequency domain investigation of the accelerations stood out that high sampling-rate
should be used to avoid the possibility of aliasing of the signal output. Moreover in the
transformation from the time to the frequency domain it should be taken into account that
a very long simulation time is necessary for obtaining a thicker DFT.

The time domain analysis disclosed that an Isotropic Linear-elastic material model
(ISOLIN) is not appropriate for simulating materials with a conspicuous damping be
haviour. Furthermore vibrations easily occur when only elastic properties are defined.

With an isotropic linear-elastic material model with damping, it should be possible to
reproduce the actual material damping behaviour. Yet the role played by the damping
coefficient in this model was not clearly interpreted. However it has a marked influence in
the simulation time-step (l:i.T) making the CPU computation-time extremely long.

Although LINVIS (Linear Visco-elastic material model) is the recommended model to
define dissipation with a decay time constant, it did not reveal itself practical to employ.
Too exacting experiments should be done for setting all the visco-elastic material param
eters.

Finally HYSISO (Isotropic Hysteresis Material Model) models the physical cranial skull
by using the stress-strain relationship of the material. Although it does not consider any
time-depending material characteristic, it did substantially improved the results of the
numerical simulations. Especially the maximum magnitude values are very close to ex
perimental ones. Furthermore a comparison between the maximum magnitude values in
the various material models showed that the original Young's modulus used (5.3 GPa) was
too large. For this reasons the hysteresis material model is the most appropriate model
available in Madymo for modelling the cranial skull. As a recommendation it should be
underline that all the output simulation signals are strongly influenced by the cut-off filter
ing frequency. This creates an uncertainty in deciding which one is the most appropriate
and consequently which simulation output has to be compared with experiment's. Fur
thermore a deeper investigation should evaluate the influence of the acceleration on the
other numerical parameters such as stress and strain. Unfortunately it is difficult to mea
sure these parameters in experiments and to obtain experimental comparison term. Finite
element size and mesh quality might have a big role in the numerical model response and
the researches to come should investigate in these aspects.
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Chapter 6

200mm drop test

6.1 Introduction

The European Enhanced Vehicle-safety Committee [EEVC-WG12 (1999)] has reviewed
several drop and impactor tests in relation to appropriateness for defining side impact
dummy biomechanical targets. They found that Houdgson and Thomas [Hodgson, V.R.
and Thomas, L.M. (1975)] performed tests with sample size and energy level appropriate to
be used for definition of a side impact head performance requirement. These tests involve
a 200 mm head only drop test on a rigid horizontal surface (anvil). The head is positioned
so that its mid-sagittal plane makes an angle of 35° with the impact surface and its a-p
axis is horizontal. The head is dropped using a quick-release mechanism.

The head model does not contain a scalp, because it is expected to be of little influence
in helmeted head impact, but in the evaluation experiments, the scalp most probably is
of influence. Actually, Bosch et al. (2000) demonstrated that when the improved dummy
head is used in the 200 mm drop test, the padding plays an important role in the evaluation
process. The 200 mm drop test with the skin padding on the anvil used for the conventional
rigid headform, resulted in too low resultant linear acceleration. Because of the deformable
skull, a fairly stiff padding has to be used in order to let the resultant linear acceleration
satisfy the requirements (100-150 g) with g the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/82).
Therefore, in the 200 mm drop test with the improved headform the influence of the scalp
was accounted for by using a rubber padding on the anvil. The thickness of this padding
is about 12 mm.

The evaluation experiments were carried out on a drop test setup which is built in
accordance to the ECE regulations for crash helmet testing. The head is positioned on a
guided cart that can only move in vertical direction in order to drop the head in a controlled
way.

The parameters measured during these experiments were the translational acceleration
of the center of gravity of the head, related to a local coordinate system integral with the
accelerometer, and the reaction forces of the anvil, related to a global coordinate system.
Furthermore, the markers placed within the brain are tracked using high speed bi-plane
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X-ray equipment, which is implemented in the drop test. The Philips image intensifiers of
this equipment have a maximum field of view of 38 cm. The high voltage for the Philips
SR02550 ROT350 X-ray tubes is generated by two CREOS 330 ESU generators. The
bi-plane X-ray images are recorded at a rate of 1000 frames per second with a resolution
of 256x240 pixels.

Head numerical
model

x

Anvil

y

Figure 6.1: 200mm drop test simulation.

The corresponding numerical simulations were performed on the numerical model. The
head was positioned above the anvil just like in the experiments. A 1.98 mls initial velocity
in vertical direction was applied to all the nodes belonging to the numerical model of the
head in order to provide for the force of gravity which is not implemented in Madymo.
This velocity satisfies the equation v = J2gh. Therefore, the initial height of the head
form on the anvil does not influence the results of the simulation. A reduction of total
simulation time, including the impact, to 10 ms was obtained by placing the headform
only few millimeters above the anvil. In this case the experimental results were shifted to
fit the simulation results because the headform hits the anvil in different moments. The
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Diameter [mmJ Weight [gJ Density p [kg/m3
]

3 0.10919 7791
4 0.26107 7791
5 0.50991 7791

Table 6.1: Different marker sizes.

translational acceleration of the center of gravity was obtained through the analysis of the
accelerations of the 8 nodes belonging to the element in the middle of the accelerometer.
The rubber padding was modelled with 338 SOLIDI elements disposed on two layers of
6 mm each and placed on the anvil modelled as a fixed rigid plane (see Figure 6.1). The
anvil reaction forces were calculated by summing the forces of all the nodes belonging to
the rubber padding elements. The magnitude of the forces acting on the anvil is much
dependent on stiffness and material model used for modelling the padding that also in
fluences the resultant acceleration of the head, which in turn affects the distribution and
severity of intracranial stresses and strains.

6.2 Markers

As stated before, markers are placed within the brain to determine the stress and strain
rate inside the brain during impact.

The markers are made of stainless steel and have a spheric shape. The diameters of
the markers available for experiments are 3,4 and 5 mm as shown in table 6.1.

However, the markers can alter the dynamical behaviour of the surrounding brain
material model. Markers can damage the silicon gel and, because of the different density
of the materials, move through the gel with the result that they no longer move with the
brain. In this case the markers could not due their specific duty to measure deformations
and movements of the brain in relation to the brain-box.

Nevertheless, they must satisfy two diverging necessities: they must be clearly visible
to X-rays during experiments, especially helmeted crash tests, and so must be quite big,
and they must not influence the mechanic and dynamic characteristics of the surrounding
material (silicon).

Bigger markers result in a clearer X-image, but their influence on the properties of the
brain material model is more remarkable.

Numerical simulations were carried out to individuate which of the three marker sizes
responds best to the different requirements and to look for, if it exists, a preferable brain
zone in which the markers can be placed.

Using the Madymo application software it is possible to add masses to the single nodes
of the model. 20 nodes belonging to different areas of the brain were randomly chosen
as markers. On each of these nodes, the mass corresponding to the different marker size
was added. Numerical simulations with nodes without added mass, 3 mm markers, 4 mm
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markers and 5 mm markers, were consequently carried out. The vertical displacements of
these 20 nodes were then compared.

Figure 6.2 shows the vertical displacements of two nodes (node 11136 and 11689 in the
numerical model). These two nodes occupy different positions within the brain: one (node
11136) is placed far away from the impact side, while the other (node 11689) is placed near
the impact side.
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Figure 6.2: Left: vertical displacement of the node 11136 (far away from the impact side).
Right: vertical displacement of the node 11689 (near the impact side).

The simulation results disclosed that the curve corresponding to the marker with the
diameter of 5 mm noticeably moved away from the one corresponding to the node without
added mass. The curves that refer to the 3 and 4 mm markers resulted very similar to one
another, and close to the one corresponding to the node without added mass. Furthermore,
the influence of the mass added on the nodes seems to be greater for the nodes placed near
the impact side. This tendency was noticed for almost all the examined nodes.

Nevertheless, the only comparison of the vertical displacement can not be considered
enough to establish the way the markers influence the surrounding brain material model.
Stress and strain values of the elements surrounding the node chosen as marker can offer
further important information about the neutral behaviour of the markers. In Figure 6.3
and 6.4, the stresses and the strains of one of the element surrounding the node 11689 and
11136 are displayed. These plots show the curves regarding 200 mm drop test simulations
with node without added mass, 4 mm marker and 5 mm marker.

5 mm markers caused remarkable strain and deformation values on the surrounding
elements, while 3 and 4 mm markers cause similar effects on such elements and have a
quite neutral behaviour with silicon. This is particularly true for the markers placed near
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Figure 6.3: Left: Von Mises stress of the node 11136 with no mass added, 4 mm marker
and 5 mm marker. Right: Von Mises stress of the node 11689 with no mass added, 4 mm
marker and 5 mm marker.
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Figure 6.4: Left: Strain of the node 11136 with no mass added, 4 mm marker, 5 mm
marker. Right: Strain of the node 11689 with no mass added, 4 mm marker and 5 mm
marker.

the impact side where the stress and strain magnitudes are higher. Thus, the movement
of the markers through the brain material model is more probable near the impact zone.

Although the 3 mm marker and 4 mm marker cause comparable effects on the sur
rounding material, it is preferable to use the 4 mm marker because it is much more visible
to X-rays.

This size of marker will be used in all the following experiments.
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6.3 Comparison of the headform's COG accelerations

6.3.1 Local vs global coordinate system

In the 200 mm drop test, the first comparison made between numerical and experimental
results regarded the accelerations of the headform center of gravity. In the experiments,
these accelerations are referred to a local coordinate system integral with the acceleration
measure device (see Figure 6.5), while Madymo software package refers all the output
signals to a global coordinate system (shown in Figure 6.1). Of course, values measured
this way are not directly comparable. The time-dependent versors of the system integral

Local system

posterior
side

anterior
side x

node

Accelerometer

Figure 6.5: Local system integral with the accelerometer.

with the accelerometer were calculated through the analysis of the position of three of its
nodes. These three nodes (a, b, c) of the acceleration measure device were chosen exactly
in correspondence to the axis of the local system as shown in Figure 6.5. For each of these
nodes the time-dependent X-, y- and z-position related to the global coordinate system was
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requested and the local basis was calculated as follows:

(6.1)

(6.2)

in which ax, bx, Cx, ay, by, cy, az, bz, Cz is the coordinate of a, b, c in the X-,

y- and z-direction respectively, related to the global coordinate system.

.... () aCglobal (t )e t = --':.,-...,....,..:-..:...
Ylocal Ilacll

e (t) = e (t) 1\ e (t)Zlocal Xlocal Ylocal

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

Finally, the components of the numerical accelerations of the COG were referred
to the new calculated basis and could be compared to the experimental ones:

AccelerationXlocal (t) = Accele--:"ationresultantglObal (t) exlocal (t)

AccelerationYlocal (t) - Accele--:"ationresultantglObal (t) ~local (t)

AccelerationZlocal (t) = Accele--:"ationresultantglObal (t) eZlocal (t)

in which 1\ and· are the vectorial and scalar product respectively.

6.3.2 Linear-elastic isotropic material model

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

Initially, the accelerometer was modelled as an isotropic linear-elastic material. As stated
in chapter 5, vibrations can easily occur when only elastic properties are defined and this
can sensibly counterfeit the simulation output signals.

Actually, both magnitude and frequency of the numerical accelerations of the COG are
much higher than experimental ones as shown in Figure 6.6. A further proof of the high
vibrations of the elements is the sensible difference among accelerations of nodes of a same
element that are supposed to have similar values.

Figure 6.7 shows the z-direction accelerations of two different nodes (22957 and 18824)
of the element in the middle of the accelerometer.

Therefore, another type of material model had to be used for modelling the accelerom
eter.
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Figure 6.7: Accelerations of two nodes (global coordinate system) belonging to the same
element of the accelerometer modelled as an isotropic linear-elastic material.

6.3.3 Accelerometer as a whole rigid body

Besides the material models available in Madymo, it is possible to make materials" rigid" .
With this option the stresses and deformations of the single elements are set to zero and
the component is interpreted as a whole rigid body. This way the numerical artifices,
caused by vibrations of the elements are avoided, while the material maintains the original
Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and density.
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The assumption that the accelerometer can be considered a rigid body is justified by
the comparison of the stress and strain values occurring in the different components during
the impacts. The stress and strain values registered on the elements of the accelerometer,
the aluminium base and the lower part of the head resulted much smaller, and so negligible,
in relation to the ones measured on the rest of the model as shown in Figure 6.7, 6.8, 6.9
(frontal, middle and rear side of the lower head were investigated). This is partially due
to the high Young's modulus of these components.

Moreover, either the accelerometer, the aluminium base and the lower head are less
involved during the impacts than the outer skull and the brain. Therefore, stress and strain
distributions of this part of the model are not essential information. This way, the quantity
of information to elaborate, and so the CPU-time consuming, had noticeably diminished,
without altering the values of the parameters measured on the brain and deformable skull.
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Figure 6.8: Left: Strain comparison (global coordinate system) among Skull, Lower head
(frontal zone) and Accelerometer. Right: Strain comparison (global coordinate system)
among Skull, Lower head (back zone) and Accelerometer.

Actually, when the accelerometer is considered as a whole rigid body the numerical and
experimental accelerations show a good resemblance although the numerical values are a
little lower than experimental ones. The results are shown in Figure 6.11, 6.12.

Although numerical and experimental accelerations in y-direction of the COG have
comparable amplitude, nevertheless they have opposite sign. This is probably due to the
different directions, between simulations and in experiments, the headform follows once
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impacted on the anvil. In the simulations the headform is perfectly positioned symmetri
cally above the anvil. During the experiments the headform is not always positioned on
the cart in the same way and even a small asymmetry can determine significant differences
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on the results, especially along x and y-direction.
Figure 6.12 (Right) shows that the accelerations of two different nodes belonging to the

same element are slightly different, as expected, if the accelerometer is considered rigid.
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6.4 Rubber Padding

As there were no data on the mechanical properties of the rubber padding, the material
model initially used for this component was isotropic linear-elastic (ISOLIN) with a Young's
modulus of about 7.5 MPa and a density of 1351.8198 kgjm3 .

The numerical reaction force and the experimental one are directly comparable because
both of their values are referred to the global coordinate system. When the rubber is
modelled with ISOLIN material model, the z-direction anvil reaction force shows a value
higher than the experimental one (see Figure 6.13). The reason of this higher value is
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Figure 6.13: z-direction (global coordinate system) anvil reaction force with rubber padding
modelled as an isotropic linear-elastic material.

that this material model does not take into account the absorption of the impact energy.
This is not realistic because in reality the rubber on the anvil does absorb a considerable
part of the impact energy.

Afterwards, several tests were performed on samples taken from the rubber padding1.

These tests showed that the stress-strain relationship of this material is not linear and
presents a wide hysteresis area between load and unload curves especially in correspondence
to great deformations. Furthermore, the material tends to become more rigid with the
increase of the deformation velocity. Considering a recovery time of 3 min between tests,
the plastic deformations measured were about 7 - 8% for all the compression velocities.
These results brought to the conclusion that, among all the models implied in the Madymo
application software, the most appropriate one to represent the rubber is the" HYSISO" ,
that is the isotropic material model with hysteresis. Among the many curves obtained
through experiments, the one chosen for the simulations was the closest to maximum

1Appendix A contains all the tests carried out on the rubber padding.
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compression velocity usable with the machinery (600 mm/min), even though this was
greatly inferior to the real deformation velocity (119000 mm/min) of rubber during impacts.
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Figure 6.14: z-direction (global coordinate system) anvil reaction force with rubber padding
modelled as an isotropic hysteresis material.
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padding modelled as an isotropic hysteresis material. Right: y-direction (global coordi
nate system) anvil reaction force with rubber padding modelled as an isotropic hysteresis
material.

A more faithful representation of the covering rubber on the anvil allowed, therefore,
to obtain agreeing numerical and experimental results and moreover an improvement of
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the results related to translational accelerations of the center of gravity of the headform.
Even in this case, the numerical results rather resemble the experimental ones in z

direction than in x- and y-direction. The reason for this last observation is that, besides
the inevitable different initial position of the headform in simulations and experiments, the
reaction force in x and y-direction are caused by friction between headform and rubber,
not modelled in the model.

6.5 Conelusion

From this chapter the following conclusions can be drawn:

The accelerations sustained by the headform's COG in the 200 mm drop test simula
tions are in the range of 70-100 g. In relation to such high acceleration values, modelling
the headform components with a material model that could take into account for dissipa
tion of energy and resemble the real dynamical behaviour of the materials is even more
important. The comparison between numerical and experimental headform's COG acceler
ations clearly pointed out the limits of the isotropic linear-elastic material model (ISOLIN)
used for modelling the accelerometer. The absence of any energy dissipation characteristic
in the ISOLIN material model made the use of the Madymo RIGID BODY option neces
sary in order to strongly reduce the vibrations of the accelerometer's elements. With this
option the component is interpreted as a whole rigid body, the stresses and the strains
of each element are set to zero, but the material still maintains its mechanical properties
(Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and density). The RIGID BODY option, applied to the
accelerometer, the aluminium base and the lower part of the head, was justified by the
fact that the stress and strain values of these components are significantly lower than in
the rest of the model because less involved during the impact. In this way, it was obtained
a strong reduction of CPU-computation time without altering the value of the quantities
measured in the deformable skull and in the brain.

The mechanical properties and material model used for the rubber padding, prescribed
for the 200 mm drop test with the improved headform, have a large influence on the anvil
reaction forces, which in turn determine the headform's COG accelerations. Therefore, a
more accurate characterization of the rubber allows a better agreement between numerical
and experimental anvil reaction forces and thus headform's COG accelerations. The several
compression tests performed on rubber samples brought to the conclusion that, due to the
non linear material stress-strain relationship and to the wide hysteresis area between the
loading and unloading curve, the most suitable material model for modelling the padding
on the anvil is the isotropic hysteresis one (HYSISO).

The stainless steel markers within the silicon gel allow to determine the relative move
ments of the brain in relation to the deformable skull during the impact. The best marker
available for the experiments is the 4 mm diameter one. It induces small stresses and
strains in its surrounding elements, and, although it has almost the same behaviour of the
3 mm marker, nevertheless it is much more visible to X-rays.
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Chapter 7

Helmeted drop test

7.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the Helmeted drop test. During this test the headform, equipped
with a crash helmet, was dropped from a height of about 4 m, on a free moving cart on
a vertical direction, onto a rigid plane (anvil). The experimental setup is shown in figure
7.1.

The shell of a helmet consists of three different layers: the comfort padding liner, the
protective padding liner and the outer shell. A chin-strap is used to prevent loosing the
helmet prior to and during an impact. The comfort padding liner has direct contact with
the head and is fixed to the protective padding liner over a large area. The purpose of the
comfort padding liner is to increase the wearing comfort of the helmet and to provide a
perfect fit on the head. The protective padding liner, or impact liner, is situated between
the comfort padding liner and the outer shell. The protective padding liner is the main
impact energy absorbing component of a helmet. The outer shell of a motorcycle helmet
has three main functions: the distribution of the impact load over a large area, the pre
vention of penetration of sharp edged objects and the prevention of injury as a result of
abrasion along a rough object. Two types of material are used in outer shells of motorcycle
helmets: Rubber Reinforced Thermoplastics (RRT) and Thermosetting Fibre Reinforced
Plastics (FRP). Unfortunately, there is a large variation in composition of the helmet shell
material within each helmet shell type. The helmet type used for these experiments is an
"Arai Quantum-e, size L" made of plastic material reinforced with carbon fibres and with
protective padding liner of low-density expanded polystyrene (EPS).

The corresponding numerical model of the helmet was developed by D.W.A. Brands in
1996. It has two components: Protective padding liner and Outer shell. The first compo
nent is made of 5104 SOLID1 elements with a density of 31.2 kgjm3 . The material model
used for this component is FOAM. This material model is similar to HYSISO, even though
the Poisson's ratio in the FOAM material model is set to zero. It is particularly suitable
for materials that present a non linear stress-strain relationship and a very low Poisson's
ratio value.
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Figure 7.1: Helmeted head drop test set-up.

Actually, the Poisson's ratio of the protective padding liner is very low (v=0.02 [Van
Dorp, 1989]). The second component is made of 636 SHELL41 elements that connect 1604
knots. In this case the material model used is the linear-elastic (ISOLIN) and it is assumed
to be isotropic because the carbon-fibres in the outer shell have a random orientation. It
has a Young's modulus of 8.54 GPa, Poisson's ratio of 0.325 and a density of 2082 kgjm3 .

The numerical model of the head was combined with the model of the helmet leaving
a gap of about 9mm, as required in Brands work, between the top surface of the head and
the interior surface of the Protective padding liner. This gap approximates the effect of the
comfort padding liner, about 9mm thick, which is not present in the model. The helmet
was placed on the headform in conformity with the ECE-R022j04 requirements [United
Nation, 1994]. However, the requirement that the helmet has to be placed on the headform
using a pre-load of 50 N, could not be met due to the fact that the comfort padding liner
is modelled by a gap.

IThe SHELL4 element is a plane, costant stress quadrilateral element, with in-plane and bending
stiffness and a lumped mass distribution over the nodes. It connects four nodes, each having five local
degrees of freedom: three translational and two rotational; the element has no rotational degree of freedom
perpendicular to its plane. It uses reduced integration with just one integration point.
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The chin-strap of the helmet is modelled using the STRAPS model in Madymo. This
model allows to connect two nodes using a strap of which it is necessary to specify the
proportionality constant between force and displacement. For the straps, a K=3.367E+05
N/m was used.

In the helmeted drop test the three components of the anvil reaction force (global co
ordinate system), the three components of the accelerations of the headform's center of
gravity (local coordinate system), the three components of the angular velocity (local co
ordinate system) of the COG were measured. Moreover, the strains of the helmet were
calculated by means of strain-gauges. The ECE-Regulation 022/04 requires different place
ments of the helmet on the cart in order to vary the impact point of the helmet on the
anvil (Frontal (B), Rear (R), Lateral (X), Top (P)).

Numerical simulations to validate the helmet/head model were carried out considering
a top area of impact (top impact), and a rear area (rear impact). The helmet/head system
was placed above the anvil, schematised as a rigid plane, and a 7.1 m/s initial velocity in
vertical direction was applied to all the nodes of both models. In this case the velocity
imposed does not satisfy the equation v=v!2gh because it considers the friction between
the cart and the guide. The total simulation time was set to 10 ms as in the 200 mm drop
test.

7.2 Numeric value of the outer shell Young's modulus

The Young's modulus of the outer shell introduced by Brands in the helmet model was
taken from literature values. Unfortunately, due to the large variation in composition of the
helmet shell material, the test results reported by a specific literature reference are valid
only for the specific helmet type and brand tested. According to Brands' suggestion, Os
car van de Leur made an experimental set-up in 2000, in order to measure the mechanical
characteristics of the outer shell of the helmet used in the experiments. His experimental

Figure 7.2: Special fiat ball bearing support.

set-up required the application of 3 mm displacement in vertical direction on the center
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of a rectangular sample taken from material to test and the calculation of the reaction
force of the material in the same direction. The samples were deformed under controlled
circumstances and supported by a special flat ball bearing (see Figure 7.2), which created
a support easy to simulate numerically [van de Leur, 2000]. The edges of the sample were
constrained only in vertical direction.

Even the corresponding numerical simulation was developed modelling the sample ma
terial with an isotropic linear-elastic material model (ISOLIN). Nevertheless, the exact
value of the Young's modulus, that gave agreeing results between simulations and exper
iments, was not calculated. Consequently, several simulations were carried out on the
rectangular sample. These simulations brought to the conclusion that the most appropri
ate Young's modulus to introduce in the model is about 10.5 GPa, slightly higher than the
one proposed by Brands. Figure 7.3 shows the comparison between the experiment and
the simulation obtained with a Young's modulus of 10.5 GPa. Therefore, this value was
introduced in all the following helmeted drop test simulations.
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Figure 7.3: Left: z-direction reaction force of the outer shell sample (experimental result).
Right: z-direction reaction force of the outer shell sample (simulation result).

7.3 Parametric study

A parametric study was conducted to obtain insight in the influence of the variation of
the outer shell thickness on the anvil reaction forces, headform accelerations and strains
measured on the helmet. This investigation was justified by the fact that, while in reality
the helmet outer shell has a variable thickness of 3 mm at the top and about 2.75 mm in
the side areas, in the numerical model it was represented with a constant thickness of 3
mm. Implementing a variable thickness in the numerical model can be laborious and it
could not represent a remarkable improvement of the results.

Consequently, a top impact simulation was carried out using a constant thickness of
2.75 mm and the results were compared with the ones obtained with a thickness of 3 mm.
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The density of the outer shell was changed in order to maintain the same helmet total
mass.
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Figure 7.4: z-direction anvil reaction force (global coordinate system) with different outer
shell thickness.
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Figure 7.5: Left: x-direction anvil reaction force (global coordinate system) with two
different outer shell thicknesses. Right: y-direction anvil reaction force (global coordinate
system) with two different outer shell thicknesses.

The different thicknesses of the helmet outer shell seem to have a small influence on the
z-direction of the anvil reaction force. Only the first peak of the force related to the 3mm
thickness was slightly higher than the one related to the 2.75 mm. The same trend can
be observed for the x-direction reaction force especially for the instants just following the
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impact. Along the y-direction larger differences are present, although, cause to the median
plane model symmetry, the numerical outputs in this direction are hardly interpretable.
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Figure 7.6: Left: Resultant (global coordinate system) headform's COG acceleration with
two different outer shell thicknesses. Right: Strain on the helmet with two different outer
shell thicknesses.

As well as for the anvil reaction forces, the influence of the variation of the helmet outer
shell thickness on the resultant headform acceleration and on the helmet strains resulted
not much significant.

Although altering the outer shell thickness has a low influence on the calculated pa
rameters, it has to be considered that, due to its simplified two dimensional geometry, the
effect of the outer shell on the results is lower than in reality.

In conclusion, considering a constant thickness of the outer shell is an acceptable as
sumption for the top impact helmeted simulations.

7.4 Calculation of the headforrn'8 angular velocity

The Madymo software package does not allow the direct determination of the angular ve
locities of the bodies. Therefore, this quantity was calculated through the analysis of the
positions and linear velocities (global coordinate system) of some nodes belonging to the
accelerometer. In order to calculate the angular velocity of a rigid body it is necessary to
know the position and the linear velocity of at least three of its points. More points are
analysed and the more accurate the calculation of the angular velocity is.

The positions and the linear velocities of five nodes belonging to the acceleration mea
suring device were calculated in the performed simulations. The angular velocity wwas
obtained as follows:

.... .... .... /\ ....
Va = V c + w ac (7.1)
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in which a and c are two points of the rigid body

(
--+ --+) --+ 1\ --+Va - V c = w ac

if (V: - V:) = b; and ac = fL
then b; = (WI!i + w~L) 1\ fL
b; = (WI!i 1\ fL) + (w1i 1\ fL)

but WI!i and fL are parallel, therefore:

b; = (w~ 1\ fL)
Equation 7.6 shows that only w1i can be calculated:

b;/\fL --+
direction: --+ --+ = eL

IIbi /\ di II '
length: b; = w1i 1\ fL

II b; II = IIW1i II II fL II sin 90
0

Il w--+ ·11 = II~II
1-, Iidi II

in which /\ is the vectorial product.

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.10)

In order to determine the angular velocity wit is necessary to carry out the same calculation
for n combinations of b; and fL with n~3.

7.5 Top impact

7.5.1 Anvil reaction forces

For the top impact helmeted drop test simulations, the anvil reaction forces (global
coordinate system) were measured. In these simulations the anvil was modelled as a rigid
body and considered as an independent system. This way the forces acting on the body
can be directly calculated by Madymo with the Rigid Body Force Models option. Figure
7.7 and 7.8 show the anvil reaction force in Z-, X-, y-direction (global coordinate system)
respectively.

The numerical results obtained resembles quite faithfully the experimental ones, espe
cially along the vertical direction of the force. The simulation x-direction force is of the
same order of the experimental one, although the two signals has quite different shapes. As
far as the experiment parameters measured on the y-axis are concerned, the comparison
of the corresponding numerical values is not simple because, considering the symmetry of
the physical model in relation to median plane, the direction towards which the head and
helmet move after hitting the anvil is totally accidental.
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7.5.2 Headform's COG accelerations

As in the 200 mm drop test, the numerical COG accelerations to compare with the ex
perimental results were the accelerations of the 8 nodes belonging to the element in the
middle of the accelerometer. The accelerometer was modelled as a whole rigid body and
the accelerations were referred to the local coordinate system. Figure 7.9 and 7.10 show
the comparison between numerical and experimental values.

All the components of the numerical accelerations prove to be inferior than the ex
perimental ones. In particular, an initial peak basically bigger than the corresponding
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form's center of gravity. Right: y-direction (local coordinate system) of the accelerations
of the headform's center of gravity.

numerical value is present in the experimental results. This could be due to the different
boundary conditions between helmet and head in the real case and in the simulation. The
physical model of the head, in fact, perfectly adapts to the internal dimensions of the hel
met and is directly in contact with it. In the numerical model, the head is separated from
the protective padding liner by a gap of 9 mm and this could account for the absence of
the initial peak in the numerical accelerations.
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7.5.3 Angular velocities

The comparison between numerical and experimental angular velocities of the headform's
center of gravity has to be analysed taking into account some remarks:

• The way the angular velocity was calculated in the simulations is based on the anal
ysis of the linear velocity and position of 5 nodes of the accelerometer. Thus, the
angular velocity of the headform could be affected by all the approximations intro
duced in determining the X-, y-, z-position and X-, y-, z-linear velocity of the 5 nodes.
Moreover, the so calculated angular velocity has to be elaborated further on in order
to refer it to the local coordinate system.
This observation can be considered valid for all the derived numerical parameters:
more numerical outputs are involved in determining a quantity, the more approxi
mations it will contain.

• The headform rotations could be too large because of the assumed gap between the
headform and the helmet model for obtaining the effect ofthe comfort padding liner.
Although this liner does not contribute to the energy absorbing properties of the
helmet, it contributes to the fixation of the helmet on the headform by means of
friction at areas remote from the point of impact.

• Comparing numerical and experimental angular velocities of the headform's center of
gravity on a test such as the helmeted drop one is not an easy task. It is impossible
to predict the direction of rotation the helmet/head system follows once impacted on
the anvil. For this reason, a numerical value that presents the same order of bigness
of the corresponding experimental one can anyway be considered acceptable.
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Figure 7.11: z-direction (local coordinate system) of the angular velocity of the headform's
center of gravity.
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In case of top impact the angular velocity of the headform's COG around the z-axis
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Figure 7.12: Left: x-direction (local coordinate system) of the angular velocity of the
headform's center of gravity. Right: y-direction (local coordinate system) of the angular
velocity of the headform's center of gravity.

is low (see Figure 7.11) and the maximum numerical and experimental values are of the
same order of bigness. Nevertheless, the numerical signal reaches its maximum value later
than the experimental one.

The same trend can be observed along the x-axis. The y-direction numerical angular
velocity starts to increase before the corresponding experimental result although they reach
their maximum value (8-10 rOO/s) almost in the same moment (see Figure 7.12).

7.5.4 Helmet deformations

During the experiments, strain-gauges were used in order to measure the strains occurred
on the helmet during the drop tests. Initially, it was decided to use two strain-gauges for
each impact point: one placed on the top side and the other on the lateral side for rear
impacts; one placed on the rear side and the other on the lateral side for top impacts.

However, the first experimental data revealed that the strain values on the helmet
strongly exceeded the measuring range of the gauges positioned too close to the impact
points. For this reason, only the gauge placed on the lateral side of the helmet was used
in the experiments as shown in Figure 7.13. On the numerical helmet model, the strains
of the elements corresponding to the position of the strain-gauges were measured. Four
elements of the outer shell were examined for each strain-gauge.

Unfortunately, it was impossible to use the strain on the helmet as a good parameter for
validating the helmet/head numerical system because of the high noise in the experimental
signals. This was most probably caused by the movements of the wires attached to the
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Figure 7.13: Strain-gauge placed on lateral side of the crash helmet.
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Figure 7.14: Left: Numerical strains on helmet lateral side in case of top impact. Right:
Experimental strains on helmet lateral side in case of top impact.

gauges occurred during the drop tests. The movements of the wires induced noise and false
signals, which made the interpretation of the experimental data very difficult.

In Figure 7.14 the numerical and experimental data of the lateral side strain gauge in
case of top impact are shown. The numerical strains resulted about four times bigger than
the experimental ones, although it could not be possible to determine if this divergence
was caused by the limits of the experimental data or by the approximations introduced by
the isotropic linear-elastic material model used for the helmet outer shell.
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7.6 Rear impact

The complete helmet/head model was also used for simulating a rear impact as described
in ECE-Regulation 022. For this reason both headform and helmet were rotated by 70°
about the global y-axis. The parameters measured during this test were the same as in
the top impact.

7.6.1 Anvil reaction forces
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Figure 7.15: z-direction (global coordinate system) anvil reaction force.
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The anvil reaction forces obtained for the rear side impact confirm, with some differ
ences, the values calculated in the top side impact simulation. The numerical anvil reaction
force in z-direction resembles quite faithfully the experimental result. In this case the first
peak of the experimental force is sensibly higher than the numerical one although the di
vergences ofthe two signals are within the 20% (see Figure 7.15). Even for the rear impact,
the numerical and experimental x-direction reaction forces are of the same order of bigness
but with different shapes. This could be caused by the presence of friction between the
helmet and the anvil not considered in the numerical model.

The comparison in the y-direction of the anvil reaction force underlines further on the
large difference between numerical and experimental values along this axis (see Figure
7.16).

7.6.2 Headform's COG accelerations

The numerical accelerations of the headfrom's center of gravity in x-, y- and z-direction
(local coordinate system) due to a rear impact helmeted drop test resulted lower than the
experimental ones. In this case the absence of the first high peak in the numerical signal
is even more visible as shown in Figure 7.17 and 7.18. Furthermore, the peak value of
the numerical headform acceleration appears later than in the experiment. Both these
phenomena could indicate that the stiffness of the helmet model is too low for simulating
a rear impact. Moreover, the acceleration values of the headform's center of gravity could
be strongly altered by the approximation of modelling the comfort padding line as a gap.
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7.6.3 Angular velocities
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Figure 7.19: z-direction of the angular velocity of the headform's center of gravity.

The same remarks made for the angular velocities calculated for the top impact hel
meted drop test are valid even for the rear one, although in this case the divergences
between numerical and experimental results seem to be larger (see Figure 7.19 and 7.20).
Except for the z-direction, the numerical values are much higher than experimental ones
and tend to increase more and more during the simulation. The headform numerical rota-
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tions for a rear impact are clearly not realistic and reveal the different relative movement
of the head in relation to the helmet in simulations and in experiments.

7.7 Conclusions and recommendations

A general remark can be drawn from the analysis of the Helmeted drop test: combining
the numerical model of the head with the numerical model of the helmet increases further
on the complexity of the entire system. Moreover, in this case the causes of the possible
divergences between numerical and experimental values could reside whether in the ap
proximations introduced by the headform model or by the helmet model or in the ones
introduced in defining the boundary conditions between the head and the helmet.

The outer shell of helmet model developed by Brands was modelled with the isotropic
linear-elastic material model and with a Young's modulus taken from literature values
(8.54 GPa). Afterwards, numerical simulations of the experiment performed by van de
Leur allowed the determination of the exact value of the outer shell Young's modulus to
introduce in the numerical model in order to obtain congruent results (10.5 GPa).

The assumption of a constant thickness of the outer shell in numerical simulations, de
spite the variable one in real helmets, turned to be quite appropriate. As a matter of fact,
the anvil reaction forces, the resultant accelerations of the headform's center of gravity and
the strains of the helmet calculated with a thickness of 2.75 mm and one of 3 mm were
almost equivalent.

The numerical headform's COG accelerations resulted quite lower than experimental
ones in both the top and rear impact helmeted drop tests. The reason of this divergence
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could lie in the assumption that the comfort padding liner is modelled as a gap. In this
case when the helmet hits the anvil, the reaction forces are not immediately transmitted
to the headform and the numerical accelerations reach their peak value in a later moment
than the experimental ones.

The absence of the comfort padding liner in the numerical model could also be the
cause of the large rotations of the headform especially occurred during the rear helmeted
drop test. The numerical model does not even provide for the friction between the head
and the helmet that in the real case reduces the rotations of the head.

The numerical anvil reaction forces resemble quite faithfully the experimental values
mainly along the z-axis. This indicates that both the total mass of the helmet/head model
and the stiffness of the helmet outer shell are correctly defined. The numerical x- and
y-direction anvil reaction forces are less close to the experimental ones probably because
the friction between the helmet and the anvil is not implemented in the numerical model.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations

In this thesis a validation procedure of a three dimensional Finite Element Model of a
headform for use in drop test simulations is presented. This headform differs from the con
ventional rigid headforms for the presence of a deformable skull, since it could influence the
dynamic response of the helmet/head system, and a brain that allows investigations on the
relative brain-skull movements occurring during impacts. The first experiment conducted
on the physical model (Hammer test) and, consequently, on the numerical model showed
that sampling-rate of the numerical outputs, especially for nodal acceleration time-history,
is of crucial importance for an appropriate comparison with the related experimental re
sults. In particular, a 1000 kHz sampling-rate must be used in order to avoid the loss of
determinant simulation output information. Moreover, using an isotropic linear-elastic ma
terial model for modelling the deformable outer skull turned out to be inadequate because
it does not resemble the mechanical behaviour of this component properly. The compar
ison between numerical and experimental accelerations of the skull due to the impulse,
underlined frequency components of the numerical signal much higher than experimental
ones. Furthermore, while the experimental accelerations were almost damped out after 6
ms, the numerical accelerations did not exhibit any damping behaviour. Both of these phe
nomena can be explained by the use of the isotropic linear-elastic material model (!SOLIN)
that commonly causes element vibrations and does not take into account any energy dis
sipation. Among the material models available in Madymo, the most appropriate and
easily implementable for modelling the deformable outer skull is the HYSISO (Isotropic
Hysteresis Material Model). The stress-strain relationship of the loading and unloading
curve, needed for the implementation of this material model, has been obtained by means
of compression tests performed on samples taken from the physical model. Thanks to this
new material model, numerical and experimental accelerations of the skull resulted much
more congruent. Therefore, for modelling the deformable outer skull the HYSISO material
model is certainly preferable compared to the !SOLIN one.

In the 200 mm drop test, the comparison between numerical and experimental acceler
ations of the headform center of gravity (COG) disclosed further evidence of the numerical
artifacts due to the use of the isotropic linear-elastic material model. Numerical accelera
tions of the accelerometer, modelled with this material model, were strongly greater and
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with a frequency content higher than the ones experimentally measured. In the numerical
model then, this component has been made "rigid". With this option the stresses and
deformations of the single elements are set to zero and the component is interpreted as a
whole rigid body. This modality has been adopted also for the aluminium base and for the
inferior part of the head because the stress and strain values measured in these compo
nents were much smaller, and so negligible, in relation to the ones registered on the rest of
the model during the impact. In this way the numerical artifices, caused by vibrations of
the elements, are eliminated, while the material maintains the original Young's modulus,
Poisson's ratio and density. Actually, with the rigid accelerometer the obtained numerical
accelerations of the COG showed a good correlation with the experimental results, although
the numerical values are slightly lower than the experimental ones. The rubber padding
on the anvil, provided for the 200 mm drop test with the improved headform, was initially
modelled as an isotropic linear-elastic material. With this model the numerical reaction
forces measured on the anvil resulted in too high values compared to the experiments. Af
terwards, several compression tests performed on samples taken from the rubber padding
demonstrated the non linear stress-strain relationship of the material and showed a wide
hysteresis area between loading and unloading curve. Although HYSISO does not consider
any time-depending material characteristic, it represented an adequate material model for
modelling the rubber padding. This way, the numerical reaction force perpendicular to the
anvil plane showed good resemblance with the values found in experiments. The simulation
reaction forces on the anvil plane still differed from the related experimental values. This
is probably due to the absence of friction between the head and the rubber that in reality
causes the reaction force in x and y direction.

Within the 200 mm drop test the behaviour of the markers inside the brain was in
vestigated. Among the different sizes of markers available for the experiments, the 4 mm
diameter marker resulted to be the best compromise between the need of visibility to X
rays and the neutrality in relation to the surrounding material. As a matter of fact, the
stresses and strains on the surrounding silicon gel (brain) induced by this size of marker
are not too high and comparable to 3 mm ones, although the latter is not as visible as the
4 mm marker.

The helmet numerical model used in the helmeted drop test was developed by Brands
in 1996. The Young's modulus of the helmet outer shell He introduced, was taken from
literature values (8.54 GPa). The exact value of the Young's modulus was calculated by
means of numerical simulations of the van de Leur's experiment conducted in 2000. The
value of the Young's modulus that made the numerical results coincide with the experi
mental ones was about 10.5 GPa and it was used in all the helmeted simulations.

The assumption of a constant thickness of the outer shell in numerical simulations, de
spite the variable one in real helmets, turned to be quite appropriate. As a matter of fact,
the anvil reaction forces, the resultant accelerations of the headform's center of gravity
and the strains of the helmet calculated with a thickness of 2.75 mm and one of 3 mm
were almost equivalent. In both the top impact and the rear impact helmeted drop tests,
the components of the numerical accelerations of the headform's COG proved to be lower
than the experimental ones. In particular, an initial peak basically bigger than the corre-
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sponding numerical value is present in the experimental results. This aspect is specially
prominent for the rear impact. The material model used for the helmet outer shell, the me
chanical characteristics of the protective padding liner and the gap simulating the comfort
padding liner could be the causes of these divergences. The same reasons could be at the
bottom of the differences between the numerical and experimental angular velocities of the
headform's center of gravity. In this case it has also to be considered that the numerical
angular velocity is a derived quantity and thus it contains all the approximations of the
numerical outputs needed for its determination.

The numerical anvil reaction forces calculated in both the two types of helmeted drop
test are the quantities that get closer to the experimental results, especially along the z
direction. The noise caused by the movements of the strain-gauge wires made the compar
ison between numerical and experimental strains on the helmet not effective for validating
the helmet/head numerical system. Furthermore, the measuring range of the gauges placed
too close to the impact side was not big enough to include the high strain values reached
on that helmet area.

In the end: the results obtained by the numerical model of the head mainly depend
on the particular material model used to schematise its components. In particular, the
isotropic elastic-linear model is not suitable to describe tissues with a highly viscous be
haviour as human ones are. Furthermore, with this type of material the vibrations of the
elements alter the calculated physical quantities especially as far as the accelerations are
concerned. The changes carried out on the numerical model have strongly diminished the
initial divergences between numerical and experimental results. However, the magnitude
of these divergences depends on the particular physical parameter compared, and on the
type of experiment carried out. The model of the head can be improved still further.
Future researches should require the improvement of experiment set-ups to calculate the
possible time-dependent mechanical characteristics of the single components of the model,
as it has been done for the brain. The stress-strain relationship of the materials, could be
significantly different in connection with the high velocity of the deformations that occur
during impacts.

The possible introduction of further anatomic details in the numerical model of the
head, such as the meninx, the cerebellum and the brainstem should require a preventive
accurate investigation of their mechanical characteristics and the future development of
material models that could also consider their time-dependent behaviour. Particular at
tention should be given to define the boundary conditions for these components. Finally,
the validation of the numerical model of the headform by means of Helmeted drop test
should require a better definition of the interactions between the head and the helmet. The
assumption that the comfort padding liner can be represented by a 9mm gap between the
head and the protective padding liner could sensibly alter the values of the accelerations
and the angular velocities of the COG of the head. For those reasons it is highly recom
mended to develop the numerical model of the comfort padding liner that could improve
the fixing of the helmet on the head or at least value the friction between the head and
the helmet.
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Appendix A

200 mm drop test

Measurements

A rubber padding on the anvil has been used during the 200 mm drop test experiments.
In order to measure its mechanical properties and include them into the numerical model,
uni-axial compression tests were conducted. The machinery used is the "FRANK 10 kN
universal tensile testing" with a "W.A.GEZELLE TYP U2A" 10 kN load cell.
Three samples, positioned in column, with a total thickness of about 9 mm were utilized.
The diameter of the samples was 10 mm, to ensure that their increasing area didn't exceed
the stamp area (diameter 16 mm) during compression.
To estimate the time-dependent behaviour of the rubber, several compression tests were
conducted with different compression velocities.
The samples were compressed up to a strain of about 55%. For each velocity, 4 tests were
carried out, using the same samples. Between each test, a "recovery" time of about 2
minutes has been applied. For each different strain-rate a new sample was used.
First, a compression velocity of about 5 mm/min was applied.

Figure A.1 shows the loading and unloading curves. The mechanical behaviour of
the rubber is clearly non-linear and present a quite wide hysteresis area. The largest
difference is between the first and the second curve. This is due to the plastic deforma
tion occurred during the first test. After the recovery time, the samples show a plastic
deformation of about 7%. Furthermore, it is possible to identify a strain range (up to
30%) along the loading path of the stress-strain curves (2,3 and 4) in which the me
chanical behaviour is approximately linear. In this region the Young's modulus is about:
(2.0531- 0.4735)/(0.3 - 0.1) = 7.898MPa.
The maximum deformation was kept constant for about 2 seconds (idle time) before con
tinuing unload the sample. During this time, the stress dropped from 7.9498 MPa (2,3 and
4 curves) to about 7.2933 MPa evincing a relaxation of about 8.2581%.
The second compression velocity was about 100 mm/min. The results are displayed in
Figure A.2.
The trend is the same as in the previous case. Except that in this case the rubber is
slightly stiffer with a Young's modulus (within the linear range) of about 9.0025 MPa.
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Figure A.2: Rubber compression test with a compression velocity of 100 mm/min.

The relaxation during the idle time is about 25.5754% occurring at a deformation of about
57.2%. This strain value, higher than the maximum one formerly defined, is due to the limit
getting over of the traverse displacement especially in correspondence with high velocities.
The following graphics (Figure A.3, A.4, A.5, A.6 and A.7) represent the mechanical
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behaviour of the rubber with a compression velocity respectively of:
200 mm/min, 300 mm/min, 400 mm/min, 500 mm/min, 600 mm/min.
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Figure A.3: Rubber compression test with a compression velocity of 200 mm/min.

The Young's modulus with the maximum strain-rate is about 9.16 MPa. At this ve
locity, strains up to 67.6% were measured, due to the overshooting of the traverse. At this
strain value, the relaxation during the idle time is about 31.2743%.
All the results are displayed in the following table.

Compression Young's Relaxation Maximum
velocity modulus strain

5 mm/min 7.898 MPa 8.2581% 55%
100 mm/min 9.0025 MPa 25.5754% 57.2%
200 mm/min 9.7533 MPa 27.7088% 63%
300 mm/min 10.1932 MPa 28.2239% 60.8%
400 mm/min 10.844 MPa 27.7518% 68.54%
500 mm/min 10.085 MPa 27.3747% 69.38%
600 mm/min 9.668 MPa 31.2743% 67.6%

The relaxation curves for each different compression velocity are displayed in Figure
A.9.
Afterwards, other tests were conducted in order to investigate the strain-rate dependency
of the material. In this case the same strain-rates were utilized, but all the trials were
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Figure A.4: Rubber compression test with a compression velocity of 300 mm/min.
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Figure A.5: Rubber compression test with a compression velocity of 400 mm/min.

conducted on a single, new sample. As shown in Figure A.lO, the curves do not present
large differences in terms of plastic deformation. The curve slopes are quiet parallel ex-
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Figure A.6: Rubber compression test with a compression velocity of 500 mm/min.
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Figure A.7: Rubber compression test with a compression velocity of 600 mm/min.

cept that one with a compression velocity of 5mm/min, slightly different. It's not clear,
anyway, if these differences are due to the relaxation occurred during the recovery time,
or are strain-rate dependent. To obtain a deeper analysis of the viscous behaviour of the
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rubber, several other tests should be conducted, but this would lie outside our interests.
As a final experiment , an estimate of the hysteresis area was done for maximum strains
of about 10%,15%,20%,25%,30%,35%,40% and 45% using a single sample. The results
are displayed in Figure A.8.

Conclusions

The mechanical behaviour of the rubber is strongly non-linear and it becomes slightly
stiffer with increasing strain-rate. However, even the highest compression velocity utilised
is rather far from the impact velocity during the drop test on which is about 119000
mm/min.
The time-dependent characteristics of the rubber are more manifest by looking at the
relaxation in a relatively short time. Plastic deformations are almost the same for each
strain-rate (about 7-8%). The hysteresis area is quite large even for maximum engineering
strain of 35%, i.e. approximately the maximum strain in the drop test experiments. For
this reason, the rubber representation in the numerical model has to include both the
loading and unloading curves.
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Figure A.8: Hysteresis areas for different strain values.
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